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Abstract 
 

This research is an exploratory study comparing the interview responses of sports and 

sports media professionals to the questionnaire responses of female Millenials from a sample 

population of undergraduates at three universities in different regions of the U.S.  The data 

reveals the structural barriers in sports media that deter female sports media consumption and 

which result from the hegemonic impositions of pre-Title IX sports cultural constructs on the 

production of sports media.  Moreover, the data shows the fluidity of the boundaries of the term 

“sports fan” and the conflict between how interview participants personally define “sports fan” 

versus how they deploy the term within the walls of the sports media industry.  Although sports 

media professionals want to reach a broad fan base that includes more women, what shows up in 

sports media is always the product of complex negotiations impacted by constraining factors such 

as socio-cultural expectations, advertiser pressures, and the limitations of research findings.  

However, sports media organizations should not be dismissed from taking responsibility for the 

societal implications of the content they produce; future topics from research and what sports 

media can do to appeal more to females are discussed. 
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I. Introduction 
 

Since the enactment of Title IX in 1972, the number of females participating in athletics 

and exposed to the world of sports has increased tremendously; however, despite this enormous 

increase in women’s interest in sports, market research shows the percentage of women 

consuming sports media has remained stagnant even.  Given the recent cultural shift in American 

society from the perception of sports and femininity as incompatible to one that accepts and 

encourages female participation in athletics, one might expect the youngest generation, the 

Millenials (also known as Generation Y, born between 1978 and 2000), to have emerged as a 

viable market for sports media.  However, this is not the case.   

In this paper I will discuss how factors including sports culture, sports media content, 

perceptions about sports fans, sports fan motivation, and gendered sports constructs affect female 

Millenial interest in and consumption of sports media, as well as the limitations and constraints 

within media networks that affect their ability and initiatives to market their content to females.  

Until now, most research data, if not all, analyzing female interest in sports media have been 

gathered through polling.  However, the only thing poll data indicates to sports media 

professionals is how many people in a market segment consumed general sports content or 

coverage of a specific sport from a particular platform.  Moreover, poll data tells about the past, 

not the future, and it can’t explain why consumption trends stay the same or change.  Yet some 

media professionals have interpreted the lack of increase in female sports media consumption as 

indicative of female disinterest in the world of sports.   

However, females clearly are not disinterested in sports.  A 10-year longitudinal study by 

the Women’s Sports Foundation (2007) of 738 NCAA institutions states that “female 

participation in intercollegiate athletics increased by approximately 25,000 athletes over the 

1995-96 to 2004-05 period” (p.7).  At the interscholastic level, female participation in sports grew 

from nearly nonexistent to 39 percent of total interscholastic participation by 1995 (Seefeldt & 
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Ewing, 1996, p.3).  Furthermore, in 2006, 45 percent of all NCAA coaches were female 

(Lopiano, 2006, p.3).  With so many females active in the world of sports, the fact that their 

sports media consumption has not increased since Title IX is unlikely due to disinterest in sports. 

In an effort to understand why female interest in sports media has not grown with their 

increasing participation in the world of sports, I interviewed professionals in the sports industry to 

gain insight about their beliefs and perspectives on sports fans, the organizational cultures of 

sports media institutions, the female sports fan market, and past initiatives by sports media to 

appeal to women.  I interviewed six professionals from national sports media networks, 

professional U.S. sports leagues, and a nonprofit sports foundation.  Then I collected 

questionnaire data from sample populations of female undergraduates at three different 

universities to see if their ideas about sports, sports fans, and sports media, and their behaviors 

related to involvement in sports and consumption of sports, align with the beliefs and information 

shared by the interview participants.   

The data collected suggests that female Millenials are a viable and profitable sports fan 

market for sports media, but sports media currently does not seem to speak female sports fans on 

their terms.  The sports media that floods the homes and lives of millions by way of television, 

magazines, books, blogs, websites, and now mobile cellular devices continues to reflect the 

hegemonic impositions of masculinity on sport.  Sports media professionals talk about fans and 

think that “sports fan” is an unproblematic term for any gender, but it actually comes with some 

gender-specific baggage with a longstanding history.  Because the union of sports and the media 

preceded the increase of female interest in sports, the sports fans that sports media has served 

have been primarily males, and the conceptual boundaries of “sports fan” have been relatively 

concrete, until now. 

Responses of questionnaire participants as well as interview participants in this study 

exemplified the fluidity of the term “sports fan” today and the numerous ways in which it is 

deployed.  The ways that all participants in this study deployed the word often conflicted with 
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conventional ideas about sports fans regularly reified by sports media.  While conventionalized 

ideas of what a sports fan is were mutually constructed by sports fans and sports media, sports 

fans were initially all men.  Today that has changed, but undoing what the longstanding 

relationship between sports fans and sports media has established is complicated.   

 Though there are females who currently consume sports media, by aligning themselves 

with those who are addressed by sports media, they have come to view sports media through the 

lens that it has constructed, and these females have reified the misleading, conventional 

assumption that those who are sports fans are not those who just like sports, but also like sports 

media.  

 While most sports media content is not created with female sports enthusiasts in mind, 

that is not to say that sports media organizations haven’t considered the need to better address 

females.  However, most of the attempts to speak to women have not been able to shake the 

conventional format of sports casting and production that are tangled up in the roots of sport’s 

masculine origin and history.  Furthermore, the models of television sports production that have 

potential for reaching out to female fans are rarely seen and have been challenged by a lack of 

funding and time.  Producers also assume all too often that increasing coverage of women’s 

sports better serves the needs of female sports fans, but because sports media networks do not 

know yet what about sports appeals to women, they should not simply assume that women’s 

sports will fulfill the needs and desires of  female fans any more than males’. 

Research on sports consumption motivation is limited and has not focused specifically on 

female sports fans.  Scholars of sports media have only very recently begun questioning early 

research on measurement of sports consumption motivation, finding it difficult to replicate 

previous findings, and considering new and better ways to schematize and study sports fan 

motivations.  Sports media professionals interviewed stated that they want to know what would 

increase female sports media consumption, but media researchers are focused on the fans who are 

already consuming sports media, the fans who drive advertising revenue, the life blood of the 
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media industry.  While sports media professionals share fans’ passion for the world of sports, the 

content they produce is not solely based on what fans want and what sports media chooses to 

offer.  The media we see is the product of complex negotiations wrought out through 

consideration of sports fan desires, advertiser needs and pressures, financial limitations, and 

unexacting audience data. 

 
 
II. Literature Review 
 

A significant amount of research in sports media has been conducted, although most 

researchers have solely considered only one or a few aspects of sports media production and/or 

consumption.  Furthermore, much research concerning sports media has a very narrow focus, 

often concentrating on one or two particular publications, a very small time frame, or a single 

sports event.  Additionally, there are no existing research attempts to merge the perceptions and 

desires of media consumers and the internal insight and perspectives of sports media 

professionals. 

 

Gender & Reinforced Societal Assumptions 

 Much research in the 1980s on sports media was focused on the gender of sport.  Csizma, 

Wittig, and Schurr (1988) conducted research under the assumption that participation in sports is 

“primarily a masculine activity in American society (Miller & Levy, 1996, p.111).  Other 

researchers findings elaborated on this idea, suggesting that not only is sport primarily a male 

domain, but sport as a male domain serves to reinforce gender stereotypes and enhance the gender 

gap and inequality as a means of protecting the power of males (Bryson, 1990; Duncan & 

Hasbrook, 1988; Messner, 1988; Whitson, 1994).  Additionally, research by Desertrain and Weiss 

(1988), and Die and Holt (1989), concluded that American society cultivates a perception that 

females, and femininity, do not fit into the world of sports.  Not until the mid to late 1990s did 

research suggest that although many people believe most sports fans are male, women might be 
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equally likely to identify themselves as sports fans (Dietz-Uhler, et al., 2000; Gantz & Wenner, 

1995). 

  

Traditional Sports Culture 

 Gitlin’s (1979) concept of cultural hegemony states that the media re-presents ideology 

woven into the social fabric of a culture (p.518); the domination of men’s sports coverage in 

sports media is a re-presentation of the militaristic origin of sports among men into a symbolic 

representation of “conventional masculine values of power, muscular strength, competition, and 

so on” (Pronger, 1992, p.177).  The origin of sports in a male domain shaped society’s earlier 

perceptions that femininity is incompatible with sports.  However, toward the end of the 20th 

century, research findings in regard to male versus female sports participation and sports media 

consumption began to conflict.  Gantz and Wenner (1991) concluded that men spent more time 

watching sports on television than women, had greater knowledge of sports than women, and had 

different motivations for watching televised sports than women.  However, Allison (1991) 

suggested that past researchers had cultivated a stereotype of female athletes and sports 

enthusiasts experiencing gender role conflict, leading them to spend less time consuming sports 

media, when, in fact, results of Allison’s studies suggested this stereotype and its effects were 

hardly the case anymore. 

 

Sports Socialization 

 In 1995, Weiss and Barber published a study of socialization influences of collegiate 

female athletes; the study found that between 1979 and 1989 more significant others (i.e. parents, 

siblings, friends, coaches) in the lives of female collegiate athletes encouraged their interest and 

participation in sports.  According to the study, significant others’ increased support encouraged 

female collegiate athletes, and this positive influence was dissolving any previous gender role 
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conflict they may have experienced as a result of the societal assumption that sports were 

primarily a masculine activity. 

 By the 1990s, researchers’ predictions of females’ attitudes about sports participation 

were based on reversed societal assumptions about how athletics fit into the female gender role; 

Miller and Levy (1996) collected data suggesting that female athletes had much more positive 

perception of their physical appearance, athletic competence, and body-image self-concept than 

female non-athletes.  Their research suggests, “Perhaps phenomena such as Title IX and 

increased media coverage of women’s sports have changed both parental and children’s views 

toward female sport participation” (Miller & Levy, 1996, p.120). 

 

Sports Fans & Fan Behaviors 

 According to Wann and Hamlet (1995), fewer than four percent of articles published in 

sport psychology and sport sociology journals at the end of the 1980s researched sports fans 

(Dietz-Uhler, et al., 2000, p.220).  Gantz (1981) conducted one of the few early studies 

comparing male and female sports fan behaviors and found that participants’ responses supported 

the prediction that men and women behave differently prior to watching sports on television and 

experience different feelings and behave differently while watching sports on television. 

 Different from Gantz’s (1981) operationalization of “sports fan,” Murrell and Dietz 

(1992) and Wann and Dolan (1994) let sports fans define themselves.  Dietz-Uhler, et al. (2000) 

adopted this method for defining sports fans and found that “females are as likely as males to 

consider themselves to be sport fans.  However, females are not as likely as males to highly 

identify with being a sport fan (p.226).  She asserted that if media and society demean women’s 

participation in sports, then female participation as a sports fan may also be trivialized (Dietz-

Uhler, 2000, p.222).  Furthermore, Dietz-Uhler et al. (2000) suggest that future research on 

female sports fan identity and what they like or dislike will become more important as women 

become more active and important in the world of sports. 
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Motivation for Consumption 

 Later research by Gantz and Wenner (1995) reversed Gantz’s (1981) earlier conclusion 

that males and females differ on pre-viewing and post-viewing behaviors and motivations for 

watching sports on television.  However, comparison of male and female data was complicated as 

a result of Gantz’s and Wenner’s choice to set different standards for males and females for 

qualification as a sports fan.   

 In the mid-90s, sports media research took a new direction, focusing on development of 

scales to determine and measure motivations of sports fans: Wann (1995) developed the Sport 

Fan Motivation Scale (SFMS); Milne and McDonald (1999) developed a scale based on the 

theoretical work of Maslow (1943) and Sloane (1989) on human motivation; and Kahle, et al. 

(1996) developed a scale based on Kelman’s (1958) functional theory of attitudinal influence.  In 

2001, Trail and James published research offering another scale, the Motivation Scale for Sport 

Consumption (MSSC).  While all of these approaches for measuring sports fan motivation are 

similar, the complete lists and/or groupings of sports fan motives outlined by each scale are not 

consistent, and therefore the findings resulting from use of these different scales are not 

comparable.   

 The 21st century gave birth to sport fan motivation research refocused on the differences 

in sports-viewing motives of males and females; James and Ridinger (2002) found that while 

females did report being sport fans, a higher percentage of males reported a stronger connection 

to sports in general. Additionally, females often expressed a stronger connection to a specific 

team than to sport in general, and, the same percentage of females as males disagreed that 

sporting events are a good opportunity to spend time with family or for social interaction with 

friends. 

 

Production of Sports Media & Market Economics and Pressures 
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 A great deal of research has focused on sports media content.  Kane (1988), Lumpkin and 

Williams (1991), and Rintala and Birrell (1984) found that female athletes are under-represented 

in sports magazines (e.g. Sports Illustrated, Runner’s World, Sports, Tennis).  Furthermore, they 

concur that coverage of female athletes rarely focuses on their athletic ability and often sexualizes 

their bodies and trivializes their athletic accomplishments.  Duncan, et al. (1990) analyzed the 

language used by sportscasters to refer to male and female athletes and coaches and found that 

sportscasters tended to spend far more time highlighting the superior athleticism of male athletes; 

when female athletes were mentioned, sports highlights on them were brief and often resorted to 

storytelling about the life of the female athlete.  Research results from several studies point to the 

fact that women’s sports receive far less media coverage than men’s sports (Duncan & Hasbrook, 

1988; Duncan, Messner, and Williams, 1991). 

 Tuggle (1997) and Adams and Tuggle (2004) researched the amount of media coverage 

of women’s sports by ESPN’s SportsCenter and CNN Sports Tonight and also found that female 

athletes and sports events are covered less than male athletes.  A particularly interesting finding 

of Tuggle’s 1997 study is that although more of ESPN’s personnel making content decisions were 

female (32%, compared to CNN’s 26%), ESPN did not air more stories on women’s athletics; in 

fact, ESPN aired fewer stories on women’s athletics than CNN.   

Tuggle (1997) suggested that the dearth of women’s sports coverage reified the 

conception of women’s sports as uninteresting or unimportant and impacted sports media 

producers’ frame of what is important to highlight in sports media.  The study concluded that a 

better understanding of the viewing desires of female fans might reveal female interest in viewing 

more women’s sports and make women’s sports more important to sports media institutions. 

 

Outcomes of Past Media Attempts to Appeal to Females 

 The outcomes of past attempts to make sports media more appealing to women may 

reveal why sports media targeted at female (as well as male) audiences is limited.  Fink and 
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Kensicki (2002) investigated whether the historically male-targeted content of Sports Illustrated 

had changed over time to appeal to the growing female sports fan audience and whether 

advertisers’ push to market femininity to women had infiltrated the nature and content of feature 

pages and spreads throughout Sports Illustrated for Women.  The minimal and sexualized 

coverage of female sports in Sports Illustrated, and the “unoffensive, status-quo practice of 

constructing stereotypical and traditional conceptions of femininity that supercede female 

athletes’ abilities” (Fink & Kensicki, 2002, p.331) in Sports Illustrated for Women led Fink and 

Kensicki to the conclusion that little progress is being made in media toward depicting female 

athletes as athletes rather than sex symbols or role models of femininity.  Sports Illustrated for 

Women failed to engage and sustain a great enough circulation to female sports fans; the last issue 

of the magazine was published in November 2002, after less than two full years in circulation. 

 From 1996 to 1999, Lifetime Television aired professional women’s sports in an attempt 

to provide sports content that would appeal to women (Battaglio, 1997; Schlosser, 1997).  The 

WNBA signed with Lifetime in 1997, granting the company rights to air the leagues’ games and 

highlights (Ens, 1997).  However, Lifetime no longer has rights to WNBA events or media; 

ESPN is the primary media rights holder. 

 
 
III. Research Questions 
 

Given the tremendous increase of females participating in athletics and exposed to the 

world of sports since the enactment of Title IX in 1972, 

 

RQ1:  Why has the percentage of women consuming sports media has remained stagnant even 

after Title IX? 
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Moreover, given the recent cultural shift in American society from the perception of sports and 

femininity as incompatible to one that accepts and encourages female participation in athletics, 

 

RQ2: Are female Millenials a viable and profitable sports fan market for sports media? 

 

 Little or no academic research, and very little known market research, has focused on 

social construction of gender and sport among Millennials.  Increased female interest and 

participation in sports (American Demographics, 2001) suggests that American society no longer 

perceives that females and sports are incompatible.  This research focuses on interest in and 

consumption of sports media of female Millenials, living with newly emerged social constructs 

for gender and sports, in order to investigate whether there is a large female sports fan market that 

is currently underserved by sports media. 

 Due to the cultural shift toward the acceptance of women in sports, new research is 

required to understand sports fan identity in modern sports culture.  The mission statements and 

goals of sports media organizations tend to revolve around a sports fan who is interested 

primarily in objective sports information and statistics, a conceptualization of sports fans that fits 

neatly into traditional sports culture, which evolved in a sports world dominated by males.  

Today, with the explosion of media serving niche audiences and the proliferation of sports media 

platforms, the public perception of a sports fan, or what sports fans are interested in, may vary 

across populations.  A female, or male, may identify as a sport fan but may have no interest in 

tracking athlete or team statistics. 

 

RQ3:  Are there institutional boundaries and pressures in the sports media  

market that limit sports media organizations’ interest in and ability to target female  

Millenials? 
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 Market research findings require investigation of why media professionals within 

particular sports media organizations are observing declines in female sports media consumption 

in a time when more women are interested in and involved in sports than ever before.  Sports 

media researchers cited by McManus (2005) blame pressure from advertisers to provide a male 

audience. A plethora of media unrelated to sports is targeted primarily at females.  However, very 

few media venues can provide a strong, well-defined male audience, making sports media venues 

one of the few, valuable outlets that can guarantee a large male audience for advertisers. 

Therefore, sports media may intentionally be produced using language or presentation features 

that appeal more to men and their motivations for sports media consumption.  If this is so, it is 

important not to simply criticize media institutions for oversight of female sports fan motivations 

or interest in sports, but rather to investigate pressures of the media market that affect why sports 

media is presented in a way that appeals more to men. 

 
IV. Methods 
 
Interviews 
 

The interview participants were six professionals from national sports media networks in 

the United States, professional American sports leagues, and a nonprofit sports foundation.  Their 

names and the names of the organizations for which they work are not included in order to ensure 

confidentiality of the subjects.  I will refer to them by their professional titles: CEO, vice 

president of team business development, director of programming and acquisitions, director of 

marketing and sales, sports reporter and former athlete, and sports media publicist.  Subjects were 

selected through personal network contacts in sports media who recommended the participants as 

individuals who were knowledgeable about the research, production, and/or marketing of sports 

and sports media to their organizations’ target audience.  Five were females, and one was male.   

This study used semi-structured interviews based on an initial set of nine questions 

designed to explore the interview participants’ knowledge and perspectives in regard to their 
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organizations’ definition of a sports fan, perception of sports fan behaviors, target audience, 

organizational environment (i.e. norms, values), brand promise, mission and goals, market 

perception, past attempts and business initiatives to appeal to women, and how market research 

has been conducted (see Appendix I). 

A semi-structured interview style was appropriate given the exploratory nature of the 

study and its purposes, and it was necessary to accommodate the differing organizational 

experiences of the interview participants.  Because their backgrounds spanned experiences as 

professional athletes, sports casters, sports programming and production professionals, sports 

league marketing professionals, and nonprofit sports foundation leaders, some of the questions 

were irrelevant to the experiences and knowledge of some interviewees.  

Interviews ranged from approximately 22-35 minutes.  All were conducted either in 

person or over the phone and recorded with the informed consent of the interview participants 

using a digital recording device; furthermore, they were conducted in compliance with university 

Institutional Review Board regulations.  Interviews were later transcribed for analysis.   

The thoughts and opinions of sports industry professionals interviewed in this study may 

be biased by the much larger representation of female professionals than males.  After initially 

being connected to three female interview participants, I asked network connections inside sports 

media to see if they could help connect me to male interview participants.  Finally, near the end 

of the data collection, one interview participant contacted a male in a women’s professional 

sports league who was willing to be an interview participant.  The challenge of finding male 

sports industry professionals willing to be interview participants may be due to far more 

enthusiastic responses of females in the industry to team/departmental emails calling for someone 

interested in being an interview participant for a study on female sports media consumption.  

However, some female interview participants were direct referrals by others in the industry with 

whom I spoke, and in some cases they referred me to women in the sports industry who are active 

members of professional organizations for women working in the sports industry that have a stake 
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in gender equity issues in sports and sports media, which may have biased their responses.  The 

fact that some sports media professionals who connected me to interview participants assumed 

that questions about female audiences could best be answered by women may have been an 

attempt to conflate the industry’s appeal to females. 

This research topic was inspired by my two summer internships at a national sports media 

network, and so it is possible that some of the interpretation of interview responses is biased by 

my insider knowledge of the sports media business.  However, I conducted this research as an 

academic researcher after my internships had ended and I had been submerged in academia for 

several months, where media industry standards and practices are challenged and questioned 

routinely. 

 Interview transcriptions were analyzed using close interpretive analysis.  I sought 

common emerging themes in interview participant’s responses and grouped portions of the 

interview transcripts with common themes together.  Then, I loosely coded subcategories in each 

interview to gain a structural understanding of the way interview participants answered and 

thought about what I was asking them. 

 
 
Questionnaire 
 

Questionnaire data was collected from undergraduate females attending three different 

universities, referred to in this study as University A, University B, and University C, between the 

end of November 2007 and mid-March 2008.  These universities were selected to represent three 

different regions of the United States, different collegiate sports divisions, and different levels of 

professional sports popularity among the regions’ populations.   

University A is a mid-sized university in the Ivy League.  It is situated in the northeastern 

region of the United States.  The varsity athletics of University A are within Division I – Ivy, a 

subdivision of the NCAA Division I in which athletic scholarships are not offered.  While the 

university’s athletics are categorized as a subdivision of Division I, its athletic event attendance 
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and athletics funding and revenues are extremely limited in comparison to Division I – Bowl 

Division, formerly referred to as Division I-A.  However, the university does earn substantial 

revenue from several sports teams whose competitions are popular and well-attended. 

As a result of the highly diverse student body of University A, its student sports fans are 

less likely to be fans of professional teams in the university’s geographical region than the 

students of University B and University C, where a much larger percentage of those universities’ 

students are native to their universities’ regions. University B is a small state university in the 

southwestern United States that was targeted in this study as representative of western U.S. sports 

culture.  Its athletics are categorized as NCAA Division III, in which there must be a minimum of 

five men’s and women’s varsity sports teams, and no athletics scholarships are available (NCAA, 

2007).  Because Division III athletics programs do not offer sports grants to student athletes, they 

are largely unable to recruit top talent to their programs, and their conferences are small and are 

given very little, if any, major  media coverage.  

University C is a large state university, representative of south-central United States 

sports culture.  Its varsity athletics are within in Division I – Bowl Division, in which universities 

annually offer a minimum of 200 athletics grants in aid or $400 million total (NCAA, 2007).  The 

ability to fund many student athletes’ educational experiences brings many of the nation’s most 

talented student athletes to universities in this NCAA division, sustaining very high game 

attendance and driving athletics revenues into the millions. Due to the caliber of college athletes 

recruited to Division I universities in the south-central United States, college sports tend to be 

more popular among the general population than professional sports.   

 A professor at each of the three universities was contacted and asked to announce this 

study in their classes as an opportunity to participate in research for extra credit.  Interested 

female undergraduates emailed the researcher, and in return they were sent an email containing 

instructions and a link to an online questionnaire.  Additionally, some professors also encouraged 

their students to participate by sending reminder emails about the study, and at University A, 
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some in-class announcements were made, during which a sign-up sheet was passed around, and 

those students who signed up in class also received the email with the instructions and link to the 

questionnaire. 

 The questionnaire was first sent out to undergraduate females in three different 

communication courses at University A between the last week of November 2007 and the end of 

the semester in mid-December.  University B was contacted during the last week of November, 

and announcements were made in a communication course, spurring a small amount of interest 

from students in the class.  Due to the small number of responses yielded (N = 8) at the very end 

of the fall semester, a second announcement was made to University B students in another 

communication course at the end of February.  About a week later University C was contacted, 

and announcements about the study were made to an undergraduate marketing class.  

 The questionnaire was divided into six sections, asking questions about demographics, 

sports media content, sports culture, sports fan perceptions, sports fan motivation, and gender, 

sports and society.  While the majority of the questionnaire was comprised of 5-point Likert Scale 

questions, multiple choice questions and opened-ended questions were included throughout the 

questionnaire as well.  Most of the opened-ended questions were in regard to sports fan 

motivation and included questions such as, “Explain what motivates you (or causes you not to) to 

consume sports media,” “Explain what you think motivates most women to consume sports 

media,” and “If you currently consume sports media, when do you consume it?” 

The questionnaire also contained an adapted version of the Motivation Scale for Sport 

Consumption (MSSC), developed by Trail and James (2001) and adapted by James and Ridinger 

(2002).  The scale was developed by Trail and James (2001) to measure nine motives: physical 

skill of players, physical attractiveness of the players, aesthetics, achievement, escape, action, 

knowledge, social interaction, and family.  Each motive in the scale was measured by Trail and 

James (2001) and James and Ridinger (2002) with a set of 7-point Likert Scale questions, with 1 

indicating “Strongly Disagree” and 7 indicating “Strongly Agree.”   
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The questions from the scale that were used in this study were adapted from James and 

Ridinger (2002), and the wording was adjusted as necessary to refer to motivations for consuming 

sports media as well as attending sports events.  Because James and Ridinger (2002) had omitted 

two motives, physical skill and physical attractiveness, those two items were also omitted from 

this study1.  Furthermore, James and Ridinger (2002) had developed items to measure “empathy,” 

or their participants’ sense of connection to the men’s or women’s basketball teams of the 

university at which the study was conducted2; because the context of this study was of a different 

nature, the items to test empathy were not included in the questionnaire.  Lastly, the motive 

“family” was adjusted to “family/friends”; the items, “The game provides an opportunity for me 

to spend time with my children” and “The game provides an opportunity for me to spend time 

with my spouse” were replaced with items referring to consuming sports media or attending 

sports events providing an opportunity to spend time with family and friends, since the age group 

of the sample population of females in this study included primarily single women without 

children.  Each of the items for the seven motivations included in the questionnaire were 

measured on a 5-point Likert Scale including “Strongly Disagree,” “Disagree,” “Not Sure,” 

“Agree,” and “Strongly Agree.” 

Based on the proposition of Dietz-Uhler, et al. (2000) that the definition of a sports fan 

should be based on an individual’s perception of themselves as a sport fan, rather than imposing 

parameters to categorize participants as sports fans or non-sports fans, or asking participants to 

rate themselves as fans of sport, participants were asked in an open-ended question, “Do you 

consider yourself a sports fan; why or why not?” Responses to this question were coded as “no,” 

“maybe,” and “yes” (see Table 1).  I allowed the participants to define themselves as sports fans 

                                                 
1James and Ridinger report (2002), “Officials at the university asked that the Physical Attraction items not 
be used, so this factor was omitted” (p.265), and “The item loadings, Cronbach’s alpha scores, and the 
AVE scores for the Physical Skill factor did not demonstrate acceptable levels of reliability and 
validity…Consequently, Physical Skill was not included in the data analysis” (p.269). 
2 James and Ridinger (2002) recruited participants from the crowd of “people attending women’s and 
men’s college basketball games at a large Midwestern University” (p.264). 
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or not sports fans in order to see how their conception of “sports fan” compared to sports media’s 

organizational definition of “sports fan” used by the ESPN Sports Poll. 

 
 
V. The Industry Perspective 
 
Serving Sports Fans: The Complexities of Sports Media 
 
 The tradition of spectator sports can be traced back to the Greek empire, where starting at 

the age of seven, boys were trained in athletics to develop their physical and mental abilities for 

war (Graham, 2005, p.21).  The Greek military “contributed about half the Olympic victors down 

to 600 BC” (ibid.).  Furthermore, Rowe (2003) traces the history of sport in Western Europe, 

discussing “the longstanding practice of physical or ‘rough’ play and of periodic competition” 

such as “’folk football’ events when the inhabitants (especially young men) of small settlements 

engaged in playful activities like the attempted conveyance of inflated pigs’ bladders from one 

village to the other, and a corresponding obstruction of this passage – both tasks to be achieved 

by any means possible” (p.14).  He explains that these “proto-sports” tournaments often resulted 

in serious injury or death, and so sport was a form of leisure reserved primarily for males, even in 

12th century Britain (ibid.).   

Thus, the origin of sport is rooted in the ultimate male domain, military life, and its 

masculinity has been reinforced throughout history.  While sport has evolved to become far more 

inclusive, its roots in masculinity remain.  As interview participants pointed out, a male standard 

of performance in sports still exists; in the typical commentary of a game, “Diana Taurasi plays 

like a guy”3.   

The sports media professionals I interviewed pointed to the male standard in sports media 

and indicated that they know that sports media covers very little women’s sports, but none of 

them articulated an understanding of what women want in sports media.  Rather, they talked 

                                                 
3 As stated by the director of programming and acquisitions who was interviewed 
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about what sports media has offered, what it currently offers, and what they know women don’t 

consume.  For example, the director of programming and acquisitions explained that sports media 

serves “the sports fan for the top three or four sports in America.  They serve the fan that plays 

fantasy4 games; so that’s all the major leagues.  And if you ever want to catch any women’s 

sports, tune into the last 15 minutes of SportsCenter.”  When I asked her if she thought there is a 

profitable market for sports media that appeals to women, she said, 

 
DIR. PROGRAMMING & ACQUSITIONS: Here’s what I can’t seem to answer on my 

job:  When do women sit down and consume sports? When would they sit down and 

watch?  No one can tell me the answer to that.  Will they block out two hours in prime 

time?  They’ve got all that other programming that they like to watch.  Will they sit down 

on a Saturday afternoon or in the middle of Sunday and watch two hours?  Will they tune 

in on Saturday morning?  When will women sit down and consume a block of sports 

programming?  Until someone can answer the question, I don’t know the answer.  I 

mean, we give them Monday night for women’s basketball; we give them WNBA 

primetime; we give them ABC…No one’s watching.     

 
 The CEO explained that given the masculine origins of sport, the sports media industry 

still has a heavily male employee population and that change is lagging. 

 
DIR. PROGRAMMING & ACQUISITIONS: “I feel as though many a time, women are 

overlooked for advancement.  There’s still very much a good old boy network.  For 

instance, a higher up in my department, a gentleman I report to, he goes out to lunch 

every day with the guys, never thinks to ask me to go to lunch.  So, they have that one-

on-one that I have to find a way to penetrate, and I don’t think (he’s an older gentleman) 

he even realizes he’s doing that.  So I found myself asking to meet with him, to go to 

lunch with him, and not in a very rude way, but in a “just want to pick your brain on 

some information or some direction.”  So there’s a lot of advancement that still needs to 

be done.” 

 

                                                 
4 Fantasy sports are played in the virtual world of the internet, where “players become team general 
managers who are responsible for assembling the best possible team for an upcoming contest” (Lerner, 
1984). 
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Male bias and preferences very likely affect media content decisions, and this may 

explain why more female fans do not consume more sports media.  Since the first sports 

broadcasts in the 1920s (Himes, 2002; Smith, 2001), sports media has centered on providing 

technical facts and statistics about games, athletes, and teams, but early sports fans were primarily 

male.  Interview participants all seemed to assume that sports fans expect technical facts, 

numbers, and statistics from sports media rather than storytelling.  The dialogue below from my 

interview with the director of programming and acquisitions provides a perfect example: 

 
INTERVIEWER: Talk about the difference between sports media that just covers the 

lives of athletes and lifestyle as opposed to statistics, game reviews, and highlights. 

 

DIR. PROGRAMMING & ACQUISITIONS: Through the statistics and the calling of the 

game or an athletic event, I would say those people are more intrigued with just getting 

the facts out, whereas people who are dealing with the life of an athlete, the life of a 

coach, or the life of an owner, they’re always intrigued by the behind the scenes and the 

outside the lines, or outside the court, outside the arena type stories, and they dig a little 

deeper that just straight and narrow.  I mean, we have different kinds of talent.  I could 

give you a great example; Doris Berg is very much an excellent kind of analyst for 

women’s basketball, whereas Annie Meyers Driesdale, who called the Olympics, called 

the Final Four for several years, also called the WNBA for several years, she was very 

much a storyteller.  And, it came down to which one you liked to tell the news story, but 

she would have her storylines and would go one by one to get to her storylines, whereas 

Doris would be doing interviews with the coaches before the game and the team.  She 

would have her X’s and O’s on her stories.  So there is quite a difference. 

 

INTERVIEWER: Do you think it’s a difference in journalist style, or do you think it’s a 

difference in what a media consumer chooses to watch or read? 

 

DIR. PROGRAMMING & ACQUISITIONS: I think it’s probably the latter of the two 

you just mentioned because I know that’s why we took Annie Meyers off calling our 

games because we felt that the consumer of the ESPN product wants more of the X’s and 

O’s and not the storytelling that many, many, many times, the game would be going back 

and forth and be really tight…and I remember watching it, and she…would be missing 

the game in a crucial point in the game because she had to get her story in, and frankly, at 
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the time where a lot of our people were at was, “Let’s switch and go to the next anchor 

person.” 

 

My initial question was spurred by the participant’s explanation of sports fans as both 

sports media consumers and athletes.  She described sports fans as those who have “a little bit 

more knowledge of the competitive atmosphere of being on a team or taking it to the next level” 

and who “consume as much sports as possible,…read the newspapers, hop on ESPN.com, have 

interest in local news and media…”  She recognized these sports fans as being “more consumed 

with statistics, how they get there, what they need to get there…”  But, she also explained that 

sports fans are those who “participate in exercise and even a team” and differentiated the “athlete 

sports fan” as “consumed or come over by” sports but not as interested in sports statistics.  Given 

these descriptions, I wanted to understand how other sports media professionals thought about 

sports fans and whether they had the same conception as the director of programming and 

acquisitions.  If they did conceive that there are different types of sports fans, I wondered if they 

would also associate consumption of different types of sports media with different types of sports 

fans and whether they felt their organizations serve all types of sports fans.  Therefore, I asked 

other participants about their organizations’ definitions of “sports fan.”  I listened carefully to see 

what qualifications and limitations they constructed for the word and to see if their personal ideas 

of what a sports fan is would emerge and conflict or align with their organizations’ conceptions of 

the term.  I found the same types of conflict in their responses as I observed in my interview with 

the director of programming and acquisitions.   

Some participants started explaining what a sports fan is by naming ways that sports fans 

consume media: “… read the newspapers, hop on ESPN.com, interest in local news and media” 

and “…viewing on TV, visiting on the web…going to games, even kids who play videogames 

that are sports-related; you know, there are so many ways to interface with and read about 

sports…”  However, these participants also included participant categories such as fans of 

exercise and fitness and coaches of sports.  Other non-spectator categories that emerged in the 
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continuation of their responses include those who purchase league or team merchandise and those 

looking for a connection to others who like sports. 

 Participants’ answers showed that they were conflicted about what “sports fan” means 

when they deploy the word within the walls of their workplaces and what it might mean to others.  

In an attempt to not exclude sports enthusiasts that don’t consume much sports media, interview 

participants often tried to pack exceptions into their descriptions of sports fans that contradicted 

their primary framework for “sports fan.” 

 
DIR. MARKETING & SALES: We look at the sports fan as somebody who is interested 

in sports on a little bit more than a casual basis, someone who can for their particular 

sport name some of the marquee players, understand the importance of some of the 

events, i.e. “Why does the SuperBowl matter?” “What’s so great about the Final Four?”  

You know, some of those sorts of things.  And, somebody who has a passion for that 

individual sport is also a fan…So, we’re looking for people who play the game, who have 

a passion for the game, who know the basics of the roles – They don’t have to be experts, 

but we’re also looking for people who want to learn more, want to know more about the 

players, know more about the game that they’re playing and to know more about the 

history of the game.  So really anybody who follows a sport more than on just a once a 

year basis. 

 
His framework for characterizing the fan shifts in a single statement from commitment to 

passion, to developing expertise, and back to commitment.  The fact that females do not consume 

much sports media would seem to indicate that they lack the commitment to sports that men have 

and thus are not as interested in consuming sports media.  The director of marketing and sales 

went on to explain that sports media networks are hesitant to try to market their media to women 

because  

 
DIR. MARKETING & SALES: …you’d be spending an awful lot of money to reach a 

very small percentage, and then you’re going to try to convert people who don’t 

necessarily watch to being a fan.   So, I don’t necessarily think it’s a profitable 

endeavor to go after that marketplace. 
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This language indicates that the participant assumed that anyone committed to sports 

would want to watch sports media, which makes sense, but what he and others in the sports media 

industry have neglected to consider is the possibility that women may choose not to watch sports 

media because it does not speak to them on their terms, and thus may not address them in a way 

that appeals to them. Therefore, I asked interviewees to describe their organizations’ brand 

promises, or what they thought fans expect when they turn to media organization’s sports 

programming.  The director of programming and acquisitions responded,  

 
DIR. PROGRAMMING & ACQUISITIONS: News and information, whether its scores, 

breaking news and events, definitely events…”  

 
 
This model appears to be adapted by most sports media organizations. Therefore, while 

the goal of sports media is to serve all sports fans, they do not do a very good job at serving sports 

fans who like other types of sports information.  If women are part of the population of media 

consumers who are passionate about sports, but they do not currently consume nearly as much 

sports media as men, they might be better served by different types of sports information than 

what is currently provided. 

 Though the director of programming and acquisitions expressed that her organization has 

tried to reach women, the CEO interviewed expressed that the male culture within sports media 

makes it difficult for them to branch out from their historically male-dominated audience to target 

other audience segments.  She stated, 

 
CEO: When you have media agencies that have been in sports institutions for the last 5-

10 decades, they grew up and developed their brand in a culture that did not respect 

female athletes and did attend the female athletics.  So, their viewing audience is 

predominantly male, you know that audience share was purposeful at the beginning.  So 

creating any part of their culture that now treats women equally and now seeks a larger 

women’s audience share is extremely difficult because the culture is male, the employees 

are predominantly male.  Less than 10 percent of employees in sport media agencies are 

women.  It is the worst in all sport industries; when you look at facility maintenance, 
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when you look at facility, at professional sports leagues, when you look at all of these 

places, it’s just an anachronistic, very macho culture, and it filters their business 

information, and with very few exceptions.  Very few exceptions. 

 
The implications of this are that even when sports media tries to reach women, the masculine 

culture of the business “filters” the media created, and the product is an endeavor with good 

intentions to better reach women but which reflects the preferences of male sports fans. 

Sports media institutions generally seek “to serve all fans,” but to achieve a common 

understanding of what this means, they talk about fans in terms of the number of different forms 

of media they consume and the length of time that they consume it.  Describing sports media 

consumers as “casual fans” versus “avid fans” is industry jargon used to describe target segments.  

The ESPN Sports Poll website explains, “We have found, through over eleven years of 

experience analyzing the sports market, that fan avidity and favoritism toward a particular sport 

are highly correlated with fan activity” (ESPN Internet Ventures, 2005).  This operationalization 

of “fan” is useful to the over 150 corporations that subscribe to the poll, along with “every major 

league and event.”  Thus, when an organization that subscribes to the Sports Poll states that its 

goal is “to serve fans,” it deploys the term “fans” to mean people who consume the sport(s) with 

which the business is concerned, for a minimum amount of time compared to all consumers of the 

sport(s), and from multiple forms of media.   

If sports fans are implicitly defined by sports media organizations as those who consume 

a particular number of hours per day of sports, then they have failed to consider the impact of the 

masculine origin of sports on how sports media is produced and the audience that it draws.  This 

is key to understanding why more female fans do not consume more sports media and to 

understand how to better serve females and double their audience share. 

The CEO went on to say that despite this, sports and sports media institutions clearly 

know how to make particular types of media popular amongst any type of audience, though 

success comes with a large price tag.  She explained, “It’s like Nike; when they decided to make 
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NBA players like Charles Barkley a household name, they knew exactly how to do it.  You’ve 

got to really invest a ton in change, into promotion and marketing.”  However, the director of 

marketing and sales defended, 

 
DIR. MARKETING & SALES: Would we like to see more young girls come out?  

Absolutely.  Are we in a place where we can market to them exclusively?  No, we’re 

not… It’s a demographic that is tough for anyone to reach, really, unless you’re a Coke, 

or some packaged good, or have multiple million dollar ad revenue… Right now we just 

don’t have the funds to do it in the way that would really have a measurable impact. 

 

… Do I think that women age 15-27 are possible right now?  I would say no.  There are 

too many competing elements for that demographic for us to get to them…You’re 

competing with MySpace; you’re competing with Facebook; you’re competing with 

things that a 21 year-old girl is paying attention to, friends, boyfriends, all that other stuff.   

 
 
What he really seemed to be getting at is that sports media networks have a known audience, 

years of accumulated knowledge about that audience’s behaviors and trends, and a successful 

strategy for reaching their known audience and keeping them engaged.   

 Despite that males are the demographic best served by sports media, the sports media 

professionals I interviewed seemed willing to talk openly and honestly to me about their work 

because they want to share the passion they have for sports with all fans.  Sports have played an 

integral part in their lives, and they explained the potential that sports has to make a huge 

difference in the lives of others as well.  For example, the sports reporter and former athlete 

stated,  

 
SPORTS REPORTER/FORMER ATHLETE:…you look at all of these young kids that 

are really just wanting and needing female role models that they can emulate and learn 

from, and now they’re just getting it.  I never had that growing up, but for them, for these 

young girls, and even boys, to watch it on television I think is so healthy and reaffirming 

to them of what they can do… I don’t think they’ve seen enough of it.  It’s amazing the 

reaction these kids get when they finally get to see you on TV.  Having lived through that 

with various events, like Olympics and World Cups, where all of a sudden there’s this 
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huge growth in support after these kids have been watching it on television; you haven’t 

seen that yet because they just don’t have that opportunity enough, to follow it, and learn, 

and know about these players.   

 
This interview participant and others seemed driven by the idea that sports media makes a 

difference in the lives of people because of what sports does for people, such as provide role 

models.  However, they seemed to grasp that there are fans who are passionate about sports but 

do not currently consume sports media.  Because their organizations seek to serve all sports fans, 

the idea that they may not be serving a large population of sports fans, or may be denying a large 

population of potential sports fans the connection with sports that the interview participants feel, 

seemed to make them uncomfortable.  When I asked the vice president of team business 

development to describe her organization’s target audience, instead of talking about her 

organization’s target audience, she talked mostly about the potential female fan base of the sport 

represented by her organization’s league. 

 
INTERVIEWER: Describe your organization’s target audience and why the organization 

targets that audience. 

 

VP TEAM BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: You know, we have a very diverse fan base, 

and I think that we’ve seen that we have a lot of growth potential in the ‘tween market, in 

particular girls from 8-13 or 14 that play; there’s a lot of upside in talking to that fan 

base.  There’s a lot of upside in talking to dads with daughters who play sports, or even 

just dads who are looking to connect with their daughters in a playing field that they are 

comfortable with.  We also have women who played sports before who are sports fans, or 

women who just support that there is an opportunity for women to play at the highest 

level. 

 

Thus, this interview participant affirmed that there are female fans of the sports league for which 

she works, but many of them are currently only a potential audience.  While the female sports 

fans she describes may be interested in the sport, she did not answer whether these fans are 

targeted by the sports media covering her organization’s sport. 
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The sports media professionals interviewed expressed that they would love to have a 

greater female consumer base, and that they have tried to attract more females to their media, but 

most women are only “casual viewers.”  Interview participants explained that sports media 

networks struggle to find a balance between producing media that is appealing enough to casual 

viewers to ensure that they will keep consuming, while not losing the interest of core viewers.  

The sports reporter and former athlete stated, 

 
SPORTS REPORTER/FORMER ATHLETE: You don’t want to dumb it down as a 

commentator, but you also want to make it make it appealing enough for the casual 

viewer that they’ll stay with it, at the same time doing the game service and justice and 

making that a priority.   

 

This and other similar participant responses vividly illustrated the point below made by 

Gitlin (1979): “High consumption corporate capitalism implies a certain sensitivity to audience 

taste, taste which is never wholly manufactured.  Shows are made by guessing at audience desires 

and tolerances, and finding ways to speak to them that perpetuate the going system.  (Addressing 

one set of need entails scanting and distorting others, ordinarily the less mean, less invidious, less 

aggressive, less reducible to commodity forms.)” (p.263). A clear example is provided by the 

sports media publicist’s statement,  

 

SPORTS MEDIA PUBLICIST: I agree that there could be more experimentation in how 

to reach women.  But at the same time you want to keep the essence of your program 

pure because you don’t want to lose that base that you already have. 

 

Perhaps without realizing the coded implications of what she had said, the sports media 

publicist suggested that what males have traditionally sought from sports media networks, i.e. 

technical facts and statistics, is the essence of sports media, and storytelling and providing 

background information is “un-pure.” This quote, and the statement above made by the sports 

reporter, show that the habit of addressing males’ tastes in sports media is embedded in the work 
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culture and production values of sports media institutions and has been perpetuated for so long 

that these interview participants appear unaware of the assumptions in their statements about the 

likes and dislikes of sports fans. 

If understanding and preferring all of the technical facts and statistics currently presented 

by sports media is a prerequisite for being a sports fan, and women seek something else from 

sports media, then sports media in its current form is creating a barrier that is keeping females 

from feeling like they fit into the world of sports or like they qualify as “sports fans” by not 

addressing their needs and desires as sports fans.   

 
 

Attempts to Address the Female Fan Market 
 
Thus, while participants regularly talked about reaching out to the widest possible 

audience and wanting to address women as well as men, their statements do not match with the 

kinds of decisions their organizations end up making.   

 The director of programming and acquisitions provided a strong example when she 

explained that the network she works for had discussed the need and desire to create content that 

would better address women.  She talked about how an idea emerged to develop a division of the 

network that would create content focused more on storytelling and relating the lives and 

personalities of athletes and sports figures to the audience.  But when asked whether the division 

still had the same hopes of better addressing women, or if the target audience had changed, she 

said,  

 
DIR. PROGRAMMING & ACQUISITIONS: I don’t think the target audience has 

changed; it’s once again they’re appealing to the male viewer.  They’re going to produce 

stuff that’s going to appeal to the male viewer, whether it’s a sitcom, whatever movie 

they make, or poker. 

 

 Sports media networks talk about how they want to reach women, and they discuss how 

they might be able to better reach women, but they never fully commit to addressing women, for 
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fear that that they might fail to appeal to their core, reliable male viewership.  Therefore, many 

past attempts by sports media networks to create media that appeals more to females were 

doomed from the beginning because, addressing women was always a secondary goal to 

appealing to the core audience. 

When these organizations do attempt to reach female viewers, one common way is to 

increase the number of female sports casters and the amount of time they commentate.  Sports 

media networks expect them to be able to give commentary in the same way that sports have 

ritually been reported since the first radio sports broadcasts in the 1920s (Himes, 2002; Smith, 

2001).  However, all of the sports casters before them were men; therefore the form of sports 

casting that they provide, which has become the industry standard, is not surprisingly masculine.  

It can be difficult for female sports casters to replicate, and female sports casters have often been 

noted as stronger storytelling reporters.   The sports reporter and former athlete even said that she 

prefers reporting sports stories to calling games.  

 
SPORTS REPORTER/FORMER ATHLETE: I love getting into meatier issues and 

talking about those.  You know, it’s hard to do a really expensive in-depth report in a 

minute and three seconds or two minutes, which is what a lot of stories are that run on 

SportsCenter, or even on the Olympics.  So, the format for Outside the Lines and some of 

those other investigative shows is that you have more time to tell the story…So, I like 

that format and getting the experiences to really dive into issues that haven’t been 

discussed that often.   

 

However, the number of shows like ESPN’s Outside the Lines that provide in-depth coverage of 

sports stories and spend less time providing statistics, game clips, and technical coverage is 

limited.  As explained earlier by the director of programming and acquisitions, female sports 

casters that tell too many stories during game coverage are removed from calling games. 

Therefore, the female sports reporters that are seen most in sports media are those who 

successfully adapt the intrinsically male way of calling games.  The presence of female sports 

casters in the media may visually indicate to female viewers that they can and do fit into the 
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world of sports, but the masculine framing of the sports world in which female sports casters 

operate, and the language they adapt to report sports information, suggest the contrary.  This 

likely turns many females away from sports media. 

Furthermore, an interview participant explained her perception that female sports casters 

who struggle when they are put in front of the camera usually have been chosen with little regard 

for their reporting ability and primarily because they were previously athletes and were physically 

attractive.  She recalled what it was like working with one particular female sports caster: 

 
DIR. PROGRAMMING & ACQUISITIONS: We put one athlete on coverage of a 

championship a few years ago, and (shaking her head) she just shouldn’t have been there.  

Just because she was attractive, and it was really hard for our production crew to try to 

work her in and to try to make her look good…and she tried really, really, hard, but we 

threw her there…   

 
This belief by sports media professionals only reifies that there are still barriers to 

females and femininity in the sports world.  Even professional female athletes, who know their 

sports best, are regarded as unqualified if they do not report in the same style as their male 

counterparts.  Moreover, it is possible that if female sports reporters prefer telling in-depth sports 

stories, female fans might prefer stories to technical information and statistics. 

A second approach to increasing female viewership has been to schedule more coverage 

of women’s sports.  The assumption here is that increasing coverage of women’s sports should be 

more appealing to females because when females watch they will see themselves reflected in the 

players.  However, what female viewers see when they consume women’s sports may not align 

with what they hear during game time commentary.  Because the sports casting format of “news 

and information, whether it’s scores, breaking news, and events” (as stated by the director of 

programming and acquisitions) is the conventional way of producing games, women’s games are 

generally produced this way as well.  However, one interview participant did explain an 

exception to this: 
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VP TEAM BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: When you look at a women’s broadcast in our 

league, it looks different than a men’s game broadcast.  We like to tell more stories.  You 

have a little bit more accessibility; our coaches are miked; our players are miked; you’re 

really into it, and it’s a part of our brand, the fact that women’s teams are accessible.  

And you can get a little bit closer to it, which I think that is definitely appealing to 

women.  Women tend to want to know more; they want to know the people.  It’s not 

necessarily about the games a lot of times, and research shows this; it’s about the people.  

So, I would say that we work together with the networks to help tell the stories. 

 

 While this is a proactive step towards trying to produce sports events in a way that is 

more meaningful to women, several interview participants explained that such efforts are often 

defeated when women’s sports fall outside of primetime programming or during the summer 

when no one is watching, or on women’s television networks, where no one expects to find them.  

The CEO rationalized why the WNBA has failed to gain the audience that the NBA has, stating, 

 
CEO: When they’ve got Monday Night Football in January, in the middle of basketball 

season, all of a sudden you saw ads for Monday Night Football, and you’re saying, “How 

could this be?”  So the NBA lost all of its women’s sport product in season and the 

opportunity to really promote the Final Four and some of the existing properties that 

ESPN owns.  So it’s that paradigm that I don’t think in terms of cable and broadcast, I 

don’t think you can overcome that barrier…When you look at WNBA, nobody watches 

television and nobody is able to get ratings in the summer.  So the Lifetime buy, the NBC 

buy, all of those buys, you were fighting non-viewership for anything.  It wasn’t in a 

prime viewership time for the United States.  In addition, the season was so short that 

developing the following with that short of the season was a problem.  Developing local 

marketing behind WNBA players has been a challenge because it doesn’t pay enough for 

WNBA players to stay in the market year round and be paid.  I mean, there’re lots of 

pieces to that.   

 
 Women’s sports fight an uphill battle against men’s sports, which media broadcasters see 

as more economically valuable, and as such, men’s sports enjoy the most valuable primetime real 

estate.  The director of programming and acquisitions explained that placing women’s sports on 

women’s networks has not produced strong ratings, but the low ratings of women’s sports may be 
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less a sign of lack of women’s interest, and more a self-fulfilling prophecy of not being 

programmed with primetime sports media. 

 
DIR. PROGRAMMING & ACQUISITIONS: Lifetime tried with the WNBA, and no one 

watched it.  Once again, women turn to Lifetime for what?  Movies…So, it didn’t work 

there.  Oxygen, no good… So most of them all failed to this point. 

 

 The lack of women’s sports coverage, the fact that many professional female athletes do 

not play year-round, and the fact that women’s sports programming is often scheduled in times 

and places where women are unlikely to seek sports fosters a self-defeating cycle in which 

leagues have a very difficult time generating a fan following for women’s sports teams.  

Therefore, women who have begun to consume sports media may not be able to develop a 

connection with players and sports teams that are among the most popular sports programming 

and are not in the media year-round.  They may not want to associate themselves with teams that 

are not as popular and have fewer fans with whom viewers can connect and share fan pride. 

 The publicist shared another perspective.  She thought the solution to engaging more 

female viewers is investment in creative digital and internet distribution methods.  She stated,  

 
SPORTS MEDIA PUBLICIST: “Everybody’s going to be looking for that way to engage 

as many eyes as possible and to engage them in as many ways as they can, which is why 

it’s evolved into internet and why it’s evolved into fantasy.  We’ve had to, and the cable 

and broadcast industry have had to adjust to having DVR for our advertisers and think of 

different solutions to that problem.”   

 

However, digital sports media has already adopted the language and format of traditional sports 

media.  Developing interactive digital media, allowing consumers to personalize their media 

experience, may be a viable strategy for offering sports media that appeals more to women, but to 

the extent that they import old, gendered formats from traditional sports media, networks will 

continue to misunderstand female sports media consumer’s needs and desires.   
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 The director of programming and acquisitions explained that when her organization 

considered launching a women’s sports network, the prospect was halted because there were too 

many questions to which they could not find answers, such as, 

 
DIR. PROGRAMMING& ACQUISITIONS: Do you keep it X’s and O’s?  Or, do you 

keep it more fluff and look at how the wives of the NFL players are doing today?  Or do 

you program it with all women’s sports, or do you program all men’s sports with 

women’s flair to it?”  Those were all up in the air, and no one could find answers … we 

haven’t launched one... 

 
 Finding answers to these questions would require sports media networks to rigorously 

research the female sports fan market, but as the CEO pointed out, 

CEO: …most media companies are researching their own viewers.  Therein lies the 

challenge because they already have a known audience.  They’re not researching an 

audience they don’t have.   They’re trying to keep the ones they do have. 

 

Again, this exemplifies the seeming conflict in sports media networks between wanting to appeal 

to a broader audience, but concentrating on the predominantly male audience that consumes 

sports media now; they never really commit to learning what the fans not in their current, 

consistent viewership want. 

 
 
Scapegoat Explanations for the Lack of Female Consumers 
 

In the absence of research, there are a number of presumptions floating around about why 

attempts to address the female fan market have not worked.  One way that interview participants 

explained why female sports media consumption has been slow to change since Title IX is that 

generational culture shifts take time.  According to Myers and Booth (2002), “Social currents 

often prompt social change when younger generations experience events that reflect their 

distinctive background and history” (p.18).  The passage of Title IX is an event that became 

woven into the background and history of those who were adolescents in the early 1970s.  
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Mannheim (1952) further suggested that “exposure to events, values, and behaviors in one’s 

formative years coalesce into a natural view of the world that is taken into adulthood” (Myers & 

Booth, 2002, p.20) and that these events, values, and behaviors shape an individual’s worldview.  

However, for social change to cause a culture shift from one generation to the next, the generation 

that experiences the event must instill those values that shape their altered worldview in the next. 

In regard to the failed attempts to grow a female sports fan base by placing women’s 

sports on women’s networks, the CEO pointed out,  

 
CEO: When you look at Oxygen’s initial sports attempt, or any of the women’s television 

plays, Lifetime, WE, or Oxygen, the challenge there was that all of those entities grew up 

with older audiences.  They were 49 or older audiences, and as a result, that wasn’t the 

group who even understood sport.  The Title IX  baby, the first generation of women to 

be exposed to sports, to become sport fans, to understand sport fans, are 45 and younger.  

Their audience [i.e. the audience of the women’s networks] wasn’t the spectator of 

women’s sports; it wasn’t the spectator of men’s sports. 

 

The children of Title IX babies, those of the XY Cusp generation and the Millenials, are the first 

generations to grow up in a world where, “Participation in organized sports has become a 

common rite of childhood in the United States” and in which “there has been a slow but steady 

climb toward equity in the percent of female participants” in sports (Seefeldt & Ewing, 1996, p.1-

3).  Therefore, some of the interviewees suggested placing women’s sports on women’s networks 

has been unsuccessful partially because those networks supplied the wrong audience segment; 

their viewers were born before Title IX and did not have the exposure to sports and sports 

socialization that post-Title IX females have had, making many of them sports fans. 

The children of the Title IX babies are also the first generation to grow up with an 

increasing, although still minimal, media coverage of women’s athletics.  Therefore, only recently 

has the public’s view of the world of sports begun to normatively incorporate women.  

Furthermore, despite increases in female participation in the world of sports, the director of 

programming and acquisitions expressed, 
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DIR. PROGRAMMING & ACQUISITIONS: Title IX is only 35 yrs old, and frankly, 

men have more opportunities, have always had more opportunities, and continue to have 

more opportunities [in sports] than women.  And, they relate to what they played as a 

child, but they played and had opportunities in their recreational leagues and in high 

school and college, and thus, they can connect to it [better than women do]. 

 

Additionally, interview participants discussed the effect of family demands and societal 

role expectations on current and potential female sports fans:  

 
VP TEAM BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: Women are not used to coming home, sitting 

down and grabbing a bowl of popcorn to watch Monday Night Football. Women come 

home, and for better or for worse, make dinner and get the kids to bed and maybe do 

some other things they need to do, and they’re exhausted (laughing).  It’s also part of a 

cultural shift where women are saying, “It’s okay for me to come home and for my 

husband or for my significant other to do some of these things and to take up some of 

these chores that maybe have traditionally been a woman’s so that women can have time 

to interact with sports like men have.”  You also have women who have come up at a 

different time where there mothers may have worked and had other things, they may have 

also had the opportunity to play sports and to get a college scholarship and to be a real 

athlete as opposed to doing it to stay in shape.  There’s another affinity in sports for 

women growing up that really didn’t exist before.  You really don’t hear the term “tom 

boy” anymore.  Sports have become a part of the fabric of what a woman does, versus 

something where we’d say, “She’s being like a guy.” 

 

 According to this interview participant, space for sports consumption is still not built into 

the female household role in American society.  In this case, the fact that there are not more 

women consuming sports media is not only related to the historical male bias in sports, but much 

broader societal biases as well. 

Interestingly, the second part of her statement asserts that women are truly beginning to 

feel that sports are part of the fabric of who they are as terms like “tom boy” become obsolete.  If 

this is true, then why are there not more women consuming sports media?  One speculation is that 

parents or older extended family whose pre-Title IX gender constructs of the sports world are 
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masculine are instilling in young women the idea that they don’t belong in the world of sports.  

Additionally, in a time when the average youth aged 8-18 years old consumes eight hours of 

media per day5, using two or more forms of media for an average of 16 percent of the time, 

(Roberts, et al., 1999), and when children and teens can come in contact with thousands of media 

messages in a day’s time, media plays a large part in shaping adolescent views of the sports 

world.  Because sports media’s conventions and language may lead females to perceive that they 

are not part of the audience it addresses, it may indicate to them that they do not fit well into the 

world of sports, and parents or family instilling in females the idea that they don’t belong in the 

world of sports would only confirm their perceptions. 

 A second way that interview participants explained why female sports media 

consumption has been slow to change since Title IX is with a belief that women are simply 

behaviorally different than men.  Several interview participants explained that it is unlikely to 

find a woman sitting on a couch in front of the television for hours on end; the sports reporter and 

former athlete explained that women like “to do a lot of different things.”  Kimura (2002) 

supports this idea, stating, “Any behavioral differences between individuals or groups must 

somehow be mediated by the brain. Sex differences have been reported in brain structure and 

organization, and studies have been done on the role of sex hormones in influencing human 

behavior. But questions remain regarding how hormones act on human brain systems to produce 

the sex differences we described, such as in play behavior or in cognitive patterns.” 

While scientific research on the differences in play behavior and cognitive patterns of 

men and women have yet to be conducted in depth, regardless of how much Title IX has 

increased the number of females interested in sports, many of the interviewees believed that 

females’ behavioral differences affect their media consumption patterns and behaviors, making it 

                                                 
5 The study shows that in relation to age, “overall media exposure begins early,…increases fairly rapidly to 
over 8 hours per day at around 12 years of age, and then drops off during high school years…as school and 
social activities place more demands on adolescents’ time…” (p.18) 
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difficult to figure out how to capture a larger female audience.  The sports reporter and former 

athlete explained, 

 
SPORTS REPORTER/FORMER ATHLETE: Women have a lot of different interests, 

which is why I think women are so interesting to begin with; they like to do a lot of 

different things and see a lot of different things, and so you’re not going to find them 

spending ten hours a day on a Saturday in front of the television…You’re not going to 

see a woman sitting in front of the tube for 10 hours and reading about it in the paper the 

next day for a couple of hours, or following stats and all that.  I mean, there are obviously 

women like that, and I’m stereotyping; but I think in general, women do a lot of different 

things, and they want to follow sports, but they don’t want to spend all day watching it.  

Or they’ll watch one game and they just want to pick up highlights of other stuff.  Or 

with young kids, especially young girls, it doesn’t necessarily have to be the star that 

they’re watching.  It’s “I really like Jenny because her favorite movie is my favorite 

movie,” or her favorite color is my favorite color, or whatever they relate to them on an 

emotional, mental, or physical level rather than an athletic level.  So, I do think the 

women’s sports fan market is different, just as women and men are very different. 

 

Another participant with similar sentiments stated,  

 
VP TEAM BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: You know, it’s just how men and women are 

wired differently.  I am no expert, but women think differently; they buy differently.  It’s 

not all women; everyone’s wired differently, but I think that there’s just more of a 

sensitivity to women; they are a more empathetic gender.  Without being too general, I 

think that [i.e. stories in sports media] just appeals to us more, and I’m not an expert in it, 

but I can’t really see why; I don’t know what it is. 

 

 Biological differences is an easy explanation to lean on, especially when scientists 

suggest they may have evidence to support the idea that gender differences are partially rooted in 

biology.  However, gender studies have cited evidence supporting that gender may largely be a 

social construct, rather than a biological given, and human intuition that gender differences are 

biologically rooted may simply be a product of people imposing different socio-cultural norms, 

values, and perspectives on males than on females (Bucholtz, 1999; Hall & Bucholtz, 1995). 
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VI. The Consumer Perspective  
 
The sports media publicist convincingly stated, 

 
SPORTS MEDIA PUBLICIST: You know, I think with everything, what you like is 

subjective; so all we can do is put our product out there, and the more people that get 

engaged with it and like it will come back.  So we do our best to appeal to the fan base, 

and we do our best to appeal to those that don’t necessarily watch but are interested.   

 

However, participants also talked about the success of sports apparel and consumer products 

campaigns targeted at females and the great research that sports consumer products organizations 

have done on women.  However, the methods that have been used by consumer products 

organizations to research female consumers and the data they have collected is valuable, 

proprietary information that, unlike in the world of academia, is not shared across organizations. 

Therefore, I conducted questionnaire research to investigate females’ involvement in 

sports and their perceptions of sports media, and I asked some of the questions that have not been 

asked by sports media networks.  I can tell you the things that they do and don’t do and that at 

times they are different and conflict with the thoughts of the interview participants. 

One hundred thirty-eight out of 405 female university students from the three universities 

from which participants were recruited completed the questionnaire.  To estimate response rates, 

the names of females on the class rosters of the courses targeted at each university were counted 

and added together for each university.  The total number of females that participated out of the 

total number female students sampled from at each university is 84 out of 271 females at 

University A, 32 out of 81 participants at University B, and 22 out of 53 participants from 

University C.  Therefore, response rates were 31 percent, 39 percent, and 41.5 percent for 

University A, University B, and University C, respectively. 

Although the sample pool was comprised of more students from University A than the 

number of participants from the other two universities added together, the response rates and 

demographics collected for the samples from each university were similar.  Approximately 91 
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percent (N = 126) of all participants were between the ages of 17 and 22, and all participants 

except two were Millenials6.  Additionally, 96.4 percent (N = 133) from all three universities 

were full-time students. 

I collected demographic data in regard to subjects’ participation in organized sports in 

order to find out whether it was likely that my sample population of female Millenials was 

involved in sports for a greater number of years than what is average for a sample population of 

female Millenials.  This demographic data indicated that most women who participated in 

organized sports for four to twenty years participated between the ages of 7-14, 11-18, or 7-18.  

Approximately 22.5 percent (N = 31) of participants reported that they participated in organized 

sports for at least 16 years of their lives, and approximately 26 percent (N = 36) of participants 

reported participation in organized sports between the ages of 19-22, the age range of most 

participants in the sample at the time the questionnaire research was conducted.  Thus the females 

in the sample for this study may have been involved in organized sports for more years of their 

lives than the average female Millenial.  Additionally, the large percentage of females involved in 

organized sports between the ages of 19-22 in this sample population of female Millenials may be 

a much higher percentage than average. 

 Additionally, I asked participants to indicate the regions where they had spent most of 

their lives before college to find out how many regions of the United States were represented by 

the participants in the sample population.  Given the large number of participants from University 

A, which is in a Middle Atlantic state, compared to the other two universities from which students 

were recruited, 48.9 percent (N = 68) of the questionnaire participants were from the Middle 

Atlantic and New England regions of the United States.  However, 45.3 percent (N = 63) of the 

participants were from western regions, including the West South Central, Mountain West, and 

Pacific West regions.  About 9.4 percent (N = 13) of participants were international students, and 

                                                 
6 Millenials, also known as Generation Y, are people born between 1978 and 2000.  The two participants 
who were not Millenials were ages 33 and 40 and are considered members of the XY Cusp generation, also 
known as the MTV Generation (Schneider & Stevenson, 2000). 
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10 of these students did not live in the United States for three or more years before attending 

college.   

 In the analysis of quantitative data in this study, correlations were considered significant 

at p<0.05.  However, in some cases I refer to the statistical significance of correlations at p<0.01 

to demonstrate the differences between significance levels of particular correlations. 

 
 
Sports Identities 
 
 Participants were asked to respond on a 5-point Likert Scale measuring agreement (1 = 

Strongly disagree, 5 = Strongly agree) to “I fit into the world of sports” and “I am an athlete.”  

Additionally, they were asked to respond the opened-ended question, “Do you consider yourself a 

sports fan, why or why not?” and their answers were coded as “no,” “maybe,” or “yes.”  Table 1 

shows the percentages of participants who responded in each response category for “I fit into the 

world of sports,” “Do you consider yourself a sports fan?” and “I am an athlete.”  Additionally, it 

shows the number of participant responses that make up each response percentage.  

Approximately 54 percent (N = 75) of participants responded affirmatively to the question, “Do 

you consider yourself a sports fan?”   

Table 2 shows the percentages of participants that never, infrequently, sometimes, 

always, or never consume a variety of forms of sports media (e.g. television sports media, 

magazines, blogs, chat rooms, web sites, newspaper sports sections, radio shows, videogames, 

fantasy sports, podcasts, brackets, books, movies).  By viewing Figure 2, a visual representation 

of the data in Table 2, it is clear that a substantial amount of the participants rarely consume any 

of the forms of sports media included in the response matrix.  However, many of the participants 

in this study agreed that they are sports fans.  This confirms that there are many females who are 

interested in sports, consider themselves sports fans, but hardly consume sports media, which 

conflicts with the assumption of interview participants that sports fans are those who eagerly 

consume sports media. 
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The opened-end responses to, “Do you consider yourself a sports fan; why or why not?” 

reveal that often, the explanation for why one participant said she was not a sports fan was in part 

of the explanation for why another participant said she was one.  For example, the following two 

sets each contain three responses that were coded, as “yes,” “maybe,” and “no,” respectively, but 

the explanations are very similar. 

 
EXAMPLE 1: 
 

A: “Yes, because I enjoy playing and watching all sports.  I love it.” 
 

B: “To an extent.  I don’t follow any specific sports or teams, but I really enjoy getting  

      into games when I do watch them.” 
 

C: “Not really.  I don’t understand all the rules in most games.  I’m just a watcher.” 

 

EXAMPLE 2: 
 

A: “Yes. I am a fan of the sport. I love going to the games but I am not obsessed with  

      players and their names, unless they are someone who I was exposed to at a young  

      age, like Joe Montana and Jose Consaco (spelling?).” 
 

B: “I wouldn't necessarily consider myself a sports fan but rather just one who enjoys  

      sports. I think to be a sports fan you must be up to date with what’s going on in the  

      sports world and have teams that you follow, or a sport as a whole. I just simply enjoy  

      watching some sports occasionally with friends.” 
 

C: “No. There are few sports that I understand all the rules of or am interested enough in  

       to watch religiously.  I do enjoy watching extreme sports however.” 

 

 Participants’ responses seem bounded up in a framework for sports fans that sports media 

networks have constructed, preserved, and reinforced.  However, interview participants’ 

articulation of fans showed just as much fluidity about the boundaries of the term as the 

questionnaire participants.  Sometimes interview participants’ understanding of sports fans 

depended on behavior, such as how much they watch or whether they consume sports media from 

a variety of media platforms; others felt that consumer habits such as buying merchandise make a 
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person a sports fan; and some felt that parents watching their kids play sports are sports fans.  

Still, others felt that having knowledge of the game and teams is critical to determining whether 

they are a sports fan.  

Furthermore, because Die and Holt (1989) concluded that American society cultivates a 

perception that females and femininity do not fit into the world of sports, participants were asked 

to respond to the statement, “I fit into the world of sports.”  Approximately 46 percent (N = 64) of 

participants agreed that they fit into the world of sports; 32.6 percent (N = 45) disagreed, and 18 

percent (N = 25) were unsure.  This indicates that the cultural assumption that females do not fit 

into the world of sports seems less pervasive today than it once was, but by no means dead. 

Additionally, Table 1 shows that approximately the same percentage of women disagreed 

that they are athletes and disagreed that they fit into the world of sports (approximately 36 percent 

and 33 percent, respectively).  Therefore, the feeling of not fitting into the world of sports may be 

related to not being an athlete.  However, looking at the raw data revealed that some of the 

participants who disagreed that they fit into the world of sports did consider themselves athletes. 

 

Participant Sports Involvement 
 

If participants were not involved in sports, it would help explain the fact that 32.6 percent 

of respondents disagreed with the statement, “I fit into the world of sports” and that about 18 

percent were unsure.  However, Figure 1 shows that more than half of the participants in this 

study were actively involved in the world of sports. 

Approximately 13.9 percent (N = 15) of participants were varsity athletes at their 

universities, while 10.2 percent (N = 11) had been club or varsity athletes at their universities.  

Additionally, 61.1 percent (N = 66) reported that they participate in health, fitness, or wellness 

challenges not associated with organized sports, and 40.6 percent (N = 56) reported that they 

currently participated in organized sports (i.e. university club sports, university intramural sports, 

or organized sports unaffiliated with a university).  Additionally, approximately 21 percent (N = 
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29) of participants had coached a sports team or athlete, and 14.5 percent (N = 20) had 

been/worked with a trainer for a sports team.  Approximately 46 percent (N = 63) of the subjects 

participated or had been involved in two of the forms of sports involvement in Figure 1; 28 

percent (N = 39) participated in three forms of sports involvement; 13 percent (N = 18) had 

participated in three or more forms of sports involvement; and 11 percent (N = 15) had 

participated in seven or more forms of sports involvement. 

 Given that many of the questionnaire participants were very actively involved in the 

world of sports, yet disagreed that they fit into the world of sports and disagreed that they are 

sports fans, I generated the Pearson correlations to test the relationship between the three sports 

identities: fitting into the world of sports, sports fan identity, and athlete identity.  Table 3 shows 

the Pearson correlations between the three sports identities. If sports media professionals do not 

associate female athletes with sports fans, then female athletes may also think that just because 

they are athletes, they are not necessarily sports fans.  However, the analysis in Table 3 reveals 

significant relationships between all three identities at the 0.01 level. 

 
 
Different Forms of Sports Involvement & Sports Fan Identities 
 
 I also investigated whether some types of involvement in the world of sports have 

significant relationships with the sports identities and if others do not.  Table 4 shows the Pearson 

correlations between each of the sports identities with different forms of sports involvement.  

Many of theses correlations are significant. 

 The lack of a significant relationship between sports fan identity and “I participate in 

varsity athletics” is an example of how some females who very actively participate in the world 

of sports are obviously interested in sports but may not identify as sports fans because their 

perception of a “sports fan” is different than the conception implicitly conveyed by sports media, 

since sports media claims to serve all sports fans.  The high demands and time constraints on 

collegiate varsity athletes leaves them with little time to follow sports media, and so they may not 
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think they fit the media’s conception of “sports fan,” a sports fan who is passionate about sports 

and consumes as much sports media as possible, and thus can follow and understand the sports 

history references and references to the scores and technical plays of games throughout the 

season.   

The significant correlation between “I participate in university intramural sports” and 

sports fan identity at p<.01 suggests that Millenials who participate in university intramural sports 

are athletes and sports enthusiasts like varsity athletes, but they have more time to spend 

consuming sports media and therefore may feel like they more closely fit the media conception of 

a sports fan.  However, there might be many more significant correlations between sports fan 

identity and the forms of sports involvement if sports media better understood what females want 

in sports media and how to better serve them.  Then the media would better reflect the interests of 

female sports fans as well as male sports fans, and women might feel included in the media 

conception of “sports fan.” 

The significant relationships between fitting into the world of sports and “I was a varsity 

or club sport participant at my university,” “I have coached a sports team or athlete,” and the 

more casual form of sports participation in “organized sports not affiliated with my university” 

suggest that females who have participated in these forms of sports involvement are particularly 

likely to feel as though they fit into the world of sports.   

However, it is quite surprising that the correlations between fitting into the world of 

sports with participation in health, fitness, or wellness challenges, past participation in varsity or 

club sports, and participation in organized sports unaffiliated with a university are not significant.  

The correlations between sports fan identity with some of these forms of sports involvement are 

also not significant.  This is an example of how the blurry boundaries of people’s conceptions of a 

sports fan sometimes include females involved in the world of sports as fans and sometimes 

exclude them.  Sports media institutions impact people’s conception of a “sports fan” by the way 

they portray and talk about sports, which indicates what audience sports media is addressing.  
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Females who do not feel addressed by sports media may feel that they do not qualify as sports 

fans and therefore do not fit into the world of sports, despite being involved in the world of 

sports. 

 
 
Gender Constructs & Sports Identities 

 
Because the data above suggests that some women do not feel addressed by sports media 

because of the way sports are portrayed and talked about in the media, and therefore may not feel 

like they fit into the world of sports, I wanted to see whether this impacts female Millenials’ 

sports gender constructs.  An individual’s gender constructs resulting from sports socialization 

may have a strong impact on whether or not a female identifies herself as an athlete or a sports 

fan or feels as though she fits into the world of sports, and sports media plays a large part in 

sports socialization. Table 5 shows Pearson correlations between a series of sports gender 

constructs and the three sports identities. 

One finding from this statistical analysis is the significant relationship between each of 

the three sports identities and the statement, “The majority of the females I know consume sports 

media.”  Some of the females who self-identified as sports fans do not consume sports media.  

However, this significant correlation shows that many of the friends of females who self-

identified as sports fans do consume sports media.  It is possible, though speculative without 

further research, that female sports fans who do not consume much sports media substitute sports 

media consumption with talking to their friends who do consume sports media about the 

information their friends glean from the media.  If so, something about talking to their friends 

about what they see, hear, and read in sports media must be more appealing than consuming 

sports media themselves.  If females are interested in sports information but talk to their friends 

about sports rather than getting that information from sports media, this would confirm that they 

seek something different in the presentation of sports media than what it currently provides, and 

would support the notion that sports media is not serving all sports fans. 
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As mentioned earlier, one way that sports media organizations have attempted to better 

address female sports fans is by increasing the number of female sports casters.  However, I 

suggested that female sports casters are forced to adapt the intrinsically masculine way of 

covering sports, or as the director of programming and acquisitions explained, they are removed 

from calling games.  Table 5 shows no significant correlations between any of the sports 

identities and “Male sports casters are generally better at presenting sports news than female 

sportscasters” or “Female sports casters are equally good as male sports casters at presenting 

sports news.”  This may be because females are conflicted and confused about what good sports 

casting is because sports media endorses the idea that good sports casting is the intrinsically 

masculine way of sports casting, but that form of sports casting does not appeal to females.  

Therefore, participants’ responses may have varied depending on what standard they judged 

sports casting. 

If sports media institutions better understood what females seek in sports media, they 

could direct female sports casters to provide that type of information and to provide it in a way 

that better appeals to females.  Then the correlations between the three sports identities and 

“Female sports casters are equally good as male sports casters at presenting sports news” might 

be positive and statistically significant.  On the contrary, the correlations between the sports 

identities and “Male sports casters are generally better at presenting sports news than female 

sports casters” might then be negative and statistically significant because there would be two 

standards of sports casting for female participants to compare and one meant to appeal more to 

them. 

Furthermore, the Pearson correlations show negative relationships between the masculine 

sports gender constructs and the sport identities.  However, not all of the correlations for these 

items are statistically significant.  This is surprising considering the active involvement of many 

of the female participants in the world of sports.  Because many of the participants were involved 

in the world of sports, and because they are female, it makes logical sense that they should see the 
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world of sports as being more feminine and less masculine.  The fact that some of the correlations 

between fitting into the world of sports, sports fan identity, and athlete identity with the 

masculine sports gender constructs are not statistically significant means that females are still 

being socialized to believe that despite their involvement in sports, the world of sports is still 

greatly a male domain.  Because media plays a large part in socialization, it is at least partially 

responsible for this conception. 

Table 5 also shows a significant, negative relationship between sports fan identity and 

agreement with the statement, “Female athletes are respected as much as male athletes by the 

public” (r = -.175; p<0.05).  This finding suggests that some females who are sports fans feel that 

female athletes are not respected as much as male athletes by the public, which may in turn affect 

female sports socialization and whether or not female fans feel as though they fit into the world of 

sports. 

 
 
Sports Media, Health, Fitness & Wellness Media and the Sports Identities 
 

Because the data already discussed suggest that females may seek something different in 

sports media than what is currently provided by sports media institutions, I wanted to explore 

what they might seek that is different.  Additionally, since it is possible that women who do not 

consume sports media may prefer talking to their friends who consume sports media to get sports 

information, I wondered if women prefer to talk about the social and lifestyle aspects of sport.  If 

so, I wondered if they consume health, fitness and wellness media in place of sports media. 

Table 6 shows Pearson correlations between different forms of sports media consumed by 

the questionnaire participants and the sports identities.  Table 7 shows Pearson correlations 

between different forms of health, fitness and wellness media consumed by participants and the 

sports identities.  Participants were asked to respond to the statements “I consume or participate 

in the following sports media” and “I consume or participate in the following health, fitness or 

wellness media” for the media listed in Tables 6 and 7.  Collection of this data allowed 
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comparison of the consumption of sports media and health, fitness and wellness media by females 

who feel that they fit into the world of sports, identify as sports fans, and identify as athletes. 

Fitting into the world of sports is only significantly correlated with consumption of two 

of the 10 forms of health, fitness, or wellness media listed in Table 7, compared to eight forms of 

health, fitness or wellness media significantly correlated with identifying as a sports fan.  A 

possible explanation for this is that there are females who consider themselves sports fans 

because they like sports and they enjoy consuming health, fitness or wellness media, but they do 

not feel like they fit into the world of sports because they do not feel addressed by sports media 

which is a big part of sports culture.  

Another possible explanation is that female Millenials do not see consumption of health, 

fitness or wellness media as behavior that makes one fit better into the world of sports.  However, 

female Millenials who identify as sports fans and consume sports media from a variety of sports 

media platforms may also consume health, fitness or wellness media from a variety of media 

platforms.  Table 6 shows significant correlations between sports fan identity and consumption of 

almost every form of sports media listed in the table.  Looking back at the raw data, many of the 

same participants who self-identified as sports fans and at least sometimes consumed some forms 

of sports media also consume health, fitness or wellness media.   Therefore, some of the female 

sports fans who infrequently or never consume sports media might relate to sport as a lifestyle.  

They might consume sports media in place of or more than health, fitness and wellness media if 

sports media were to present sports as they relate to health, fitness, wellness and athlete lifestyle.  

If sports media presented sports this way, more females might feel as though they fit into the 

world of sports. 

 
 
Sports Media Target Markets & Sports Fan Identity 
 

I also wanted to confirm whether or not females feel that they are the target of sports 

media.  If they do not feel targeted by sports media, they are unlikely to watch, read, or listen to 
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media that is not created for them.  This might help explain the lack of females consuming the 

sports media that the sports media professionals said their institutions have created in the past to 

better serve female sports fans.   

The questionnaire prompted participants to respond on a 5-point Likert scale (1 = 

Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree) to the statement, “The content of these sports media 

venues is targeted at me” for each of the sports media venues listed in Table 8.  Table 8 shows 

Pearson correlations between various sports media venues and the perception of being targeted by 

sports media depending on whether participants self-identified as sports fans or athletes or agreed 

that they fit into the world of sports.  Using Pearson correlations to test these relationships helped 

me to analyze how each of the types of sports venues impacts females’ perceptions of whether 

they fit into the world of sports, are sports fans, or are athletes depending on whether participants 

felt each venue targets them or not.  Additionally, it helped me to understand whether women 

who identify themselves as sports fans or athletes or feel like they fit into the world of sports get 

the impression that different types of sports media target women like them. 

 The only significant relationship in Table 8 between athlete identity and one of the sports 

media venues is with sports on national news TV networks (r = .310, p<0.05).  The fact that 

athlete identity is only significantly correlated with one of the types of sports media venues in 

Table 8 supports that there are female sports fans who are underserved by sports media.  

However, some of the female athletes in this study did not self-identify as sports fans because 

they do not see themselves as fitting into sports media’s conception of sports fans. 

 However, many significant relationships emerged from the analysis between identifying 

as a sports fan and feeling targeted by the sports media venues.  This suggests that some of the 

females who participated in this study, are passionate about sports, and self-identified as sports 

fans may align themselves with those who are targeted by sports media (i.e. primarily men) in 

order to feel more like they fit into the world of sports since they love sports.   This would also 
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explain the significant correlations in Table 8 between fitting into the world of sports and the 

sports media venues listed. 

I also considered that just because some females may align themselves with those who 

are addressed by sports media does not mean sports media is created with them in mind.  Some of 

the sports media professionals interviewed expressed that they recognize that sports media 

organizations could do a better job serving female sports fans but that they are not confident that 

targeting females would be a profitable endeavor.  Additionally, just because the participants of 

this study agreed that they are targeted by the sports media venues in Table 8, does not mean that 

they actually consume sports media from these venues, which is confirmed by the information in 

Figure 2 and Table 2, which show that females rarely consume any of the various forms of sports 

media. 

A possible explanation suggested by the data in this study is that women seek something 

different from sports media than what it typically provides.  Contrary to the idea that females are 

simply not interested in sports or sports media, I am suggesting that based on my research, 

females would be very interested in sports media if it did a better job at addressing what females 

want in sports media because there are many females interested in sports. 

The general consensus of interview participants that sports fans expect technical game 

information, numbers, and statistics from sports media may be one assumed prerequisite for 

fanship that turns many females away from sports media.  One questionnaire participant 

expressed in an opened-ended response that “much knowledge about sports is cumulative, so it’s 

difficult to jump into conversation that is predominantly between males knowing half of the 

situation at hand,” and another wrote, “I don’t really understand the rules of football, so I don’t 

follow it.  It seems too overwhelming to learn about.”   

 
Advertising in Sports Media & Sports Fan Identity 
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 Not only may the content of a sports media venue indicate to an audience whether that 

media is targeted at them, but the advertising in different sports media can very clearly indicate 

who the audience is that an advertisers is expecting to reach by placing their ad in particular 

media.  Therefore, the questionnaire also prompted participants to respond on a 5-point Likert 

scale (1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree) to the statement, “The advertisements shown 

through these sports media venues are targeted at me” for each of the sports media venues listed 

in Table 9.  Table 9 shows Pearson correlations between the sport identities and the participants’ 

perceptions, based on their self-identity as fitting into the world of sports, being sports fans, or 

being athletes, of whether or not the advertising in each of the sports media venues is targeted at 

them. 

 Consistent with the findings in Table 8, there are very few significant correlations 

between athlete identity and the advertising in sports media venues.  Here, as well as in Table 8, 

there is a significant relationship between athlete identity and feeling targeted by advertising in 

sports programming on national news TV networks (r = .185, p<0.05).  There is also a significant 

relationship between athlete identity and feeling targeted by advertising in programming on HD 

sports TV channels (r = .239, p<0.01); this significant relationship is likely attributable to 

differences in the types of advertising placed in programming on HD sports TV channels such as 

World Sport and Rush HD compared to other types of sports media venues.  Because much of the 

programming on World Sport and Rush HD focuses on extreme sports and outdoor sports, the 

advertising is often for sports apparel and equipment for both men and women. 

 Compared to Table 8, there are fewer significant correlations between the sports 

identities and feeling targeted by the advertising in the sports venues listed.  Because this reveals 

that much of the advertising in sports media is not targeted at females, it suggests that advertisers 

place advertising in sports media because sports media institutions, which establish advertising 

contracts with advertisers, promise advertisers large audiences of males.  In this case, sports 

media is targeted at males, and rather than determining that low female viewership numbers in the 
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ESPN sports poll indicate that females are not interested in sports media, sports media researchers 

should know that females do not consume more sports media because they feel that it is not 

targeted at them.  The fact that the advertising in sports media is not targeted at females only 

supports that sports media is not produced with the preferences of females in mind. 

 
 
VII. Discussion 
 
The Fluid Boundaries of “Sports Fan” 
 

This research suggests that “fan” is a useful but problematic category; the semantics of 

the term change depending on the context and purpose of its use.  The sports media professionals’ 

conception of the term often relied on the idea that to be a fan, one must consume sports media. 

This is likely because the ESPN Sports Poll relies on sports avidity, or how often and through 

how many media platforms an audience consumes sports, to indicate who sports fans are. 

However, the fact that they often tried to broaden their definition of the term to be more inclusive 

shows that they sensed that the industry conception of “sports fan” may no longer be as adequate 

as they had assumed.  They seemed to sense that there are many people who are interested in the 

world of sports and who purchase sports merchandise, participate in sports, and cheer on their 

friends and family at sports competitions, but these sports enthusiasts don’t necessarily consume 

sports media.  Interview participants included these types of sports enthusiasts in their definitions 

of “sports fan,” but the sports media target audiences they described were narrow and focused on 

enthusiasts of sports statistics and technical game information.   

However, the majority of questionnaire participant responses to the question, “Do you 

consider yourself a sports fan; why or why not?” reveal that many who consider themselves 

sports fans do not fit the Sports Poll conception of what a sports fan is.  This research suggests 

that females have not begun to consume more sports media since Title IX because they seek 

something different in sports media than what it provides.  Questionnaire responses show that 
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despite being interested in sports, the majority of participants in this study rarely consume sports 

media, and respondents articulated that they struggle to follow and understand the historical 

references, technical information, and statistics provided by sports media.  These elements are 

conventions of sports media developed in the early, male-dominated days of sports.  Therefore 

the language, conventions, and images of sports media best serve males and may not speak to 

women on their terms.  Therefore, despite the attempts of sports media organizations to try to 

serve female fans, their content is so tied up in what males have expected from sports media since 

its origin that they haven’t been able to appeal to most female fans.  Successfully achieving this 

would require networks to untangle sports from their roots in a male-dominated world of sports. 

Questionnaire results suggest that sports media organizations have not successfully 

achieved this yet.  If the content of sports media networks was created to appeal to the broad male 

and female fan base that interview participants claimed they are seeking, then women interested 

in sports should feel targeted by sports media.  Yet, in the correlations in Table 8 between 11 

sports media venues and the three sports identities, identifying as an athlete is only significantly 

related to the perception of being targeted by sports on national news TV networks.  Many 

questionnaire participants felt that participation in sports qualified them as sports fans, and 

interview participants also sensed that those who participate in sports are passionate about sports 

and therefore must be sports fans.  Sports media organizations claim that they seek to serve a 

broad and diverse fan base and all sports fans.  Yet, this study shows that many female sports fans 

are underserved or not served at all by sports media. 

Despite this fact, current sports media program ideas perform consistently well, earning 

sports media more than sufficient Nielson ratings, making sports media highly valuable to 

advertisers and cable distributors (Singer, 1998, p.36).  Thus, the format of sports media is 

reinforced and conventionalized, and fans become defined as those who like the content of 

network’s programming.  Because professional sports have virtually been defined by the major 

sports media networks that made sports leagues the giant and powerful entities that they are 
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today, we assume that fans of sports are fans of sports media as well, since the two thrive on one 

another and thus are virtually inseparable (Rowe, 1999).  

Since the passage of Title IX, the culture in the world of sports has been changing.  

Females are sports fans, and sports are becoming engendered in femininity as well as masculinity.  

Findings of past research revealed that people felt that participation in sports is “primarily a 

masculine activity in American society” (Csizma, Wittig, and Schurr, 1988); that sport is 

primarily a male domain (Bryson, 1990; Duncan & Hasbrook, 1988; Messner, 1988; Whitson, 

1994); and that females, and femininity, do not fit into the world of sports (Die & Holt, 1989).  

But in this study, many questionnaire participants self-identified as sports fans, athletes, and 

fitting into the world of sports, and Table 5 shows negative correlations between these sports fans 

identities and the idea of the sports world as a masculine domain.  Additionally, the demographics 

collected show large numbers and percentages of females participating in sports from the ages of 

3-22 for anywhere from 4 yrs to 20 or more years of the participants’ lives, and especially high 

percentages of females participating in sports between the ages of 11-18, prime years in an 

individual’s life for the development of self-identity (Harter, 1999).  Thus, more females should 

develop a sense of fitting into the world of sports.  However, questionnaire results show that 

approximately 33 percent of participants disagreed that they fit into the world of sports, and 

approximately 18 percent were not sure if they fit in, despite the fact that some of these 

participants were athletes. 

The key is that “fitting in” is not just about what a person does.  Being an athlete is about 

what a person does athletically in the world of sports.  Being a fan is about how a person 

participates in the consumption of sports.  But fitting into the world of sports depends on how the 

world of sports is portrayed and how an individual contends with the assumptions about sports 

fans made by sports media institutions.   

Sports media institutions’ ideas about sports fans and sports media conventions have not 

changed to adapt to changing sports culture since Title IX was passed.  The media continues to 
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re-present the world of sports as it has been perceived by males, using sports language and media 

mechanisms conventionalized by males.  This is counterproductive to the cultural changes that 

Title IX intended to set in motion. 

 
Unperceived Structural Barriers to Change 
 

The language and media mechanisms conventionalized by males and unchanged since the 

passage of Title IX have become structural barriers which are playing a part in the lack of an 

increase of female sports media consumption. Interview participants seemed convinced that the 

lack of an increase in female sports media consumption can be attributed to slow culture shift or 

biological differences between males and females because their perspectives are wrapped up in 

the assumptions made by sports media about sports fans and their expectations of sports media.  

Sports media has made a lot of assumptions about how to better serve female sports fans without 

actually asking them why they do not consume more sports media. 

It seems sports media organizations are hoping that re-presentation of the sports world as 

the less masculine, more female-inclusive world that it is becoming will follow gender equity 

changes in NCAA athletics and professional sports leagues.  Moreover, it seems this change 

would occur in a natural progression, following the institutionalization of gender equity as a norm 

in NCAA athletics, in professional sports leagues, and among the vast majority of people and 

organizations involved in and affecting norms and expectations regarding the sports world.  But 

herein lies the challenge: 

 
“…a focus on the social usages of cultural goods firmly directs our attention to the 

practices of embodied persons who read off and necessarily have to make judgments 

about others by decoding the cultural signs which others practice, display and consume” 

(Featherstone, 1991, p.63). 

 

 Featherstone (1991) explains here that people make sense of the world around them by 

decoding the cultural signs embedded in cultural goods.  However, cultural goods are produced 
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by others, and whether those goods signify the realities of society is subject to whether the 

producers accurately re-present society.  This is what Gitlin (1979) refers to as “cultural 

hegemony”; he explains, “Every society works to reproduce itself – and its internal conflicts – 

within its cultural order, the structure of practices and meaning around which the society takes 

shape” (p.251).  Mass media is “one system promoting that reproduction.” 

 However, sports media’s conventions have not changed along with cultural changes in 

the rest of the world of sports since the passages of Title IX.  Sports media continues to best meet 

the needs and expectations of male consumers by utilizing the sports media language and 

mechanisms developed by males in the earliest days of sports media.  Therefore, despite that an 

increasing number of females are sports enthusiasts, many are not sure whether they can call 

themselves sports fans because they like sports but they do not always like sports media as it is 

presented, as supported by questionnaire data in this study.  Because sports media claims to serve 

all sports fans, in the minds of many, sports fans are those who avidly consume sports media.  

Since many female sports enthusiasts do not find sports media appealing as it is currently 

presented, they do not consume very much of it, and so they are unsure if they are sports fans.  

Moreover, sports media researchers flat out assume that females are not sports fans because they 

do not consume sports media. 

Gitlin (1979) writes that the idea that fans expect sports statistics and technical game 

information, may be a “hegemonic imposition” continually reinforced by the media: 

 
“In televised sports, the hegemonic impositions have, if anything, probably became more 

intense over the last twenty years.  One technique for interpreting the event is to regale 

the audience with bits of information in the form of ‘stats’…Why would anyone want to 

know a player’s free throw percentage not only during the regular season but during the 

playoffs?...It flatters in small ways, giving you the chance to be the one person on the 

block who already possessed this tidbit of fact…Indeed, throughout modern society, the 

availability of statistics is often mistaken for the availability of knowledge and deep 

meaning” (Gitlin, 1979, p.258). 
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 This study shows that there are female sports fans who love sports but may not care for 

the sports language of “stats.”  But as Gitlin explains, the tradition of talking about sports this 

way in sports media has been conventionalized and reinforced because it appealed to early sports 

fans and flattered them to know and understand this type of information.  However, early sports 

fans were predominantly male, and so the assumption that sports fans prefer numbers and 

statistics in sports media may only hold true for male sports fans.  This study suggests that female 

sports fans may seek something different than what sports media currently provides, and the 

tradition of sports casting providing primarily technical game information and sports numbers and 

statistics may be one element of sports media that could be changed to better serve female sports 

fans.  Future research could further investigate whether female fans prefer more storytelling or 

more information in regard to athlete lifestyles. 

 
 
Challenges to Pursuing the Female Fan Market 
 

Given that the population of female sports enthusiasts has increased since Title IX and 

continues to grow, investing more time, energy, and resources in figuring out how to better serve 

female sports fans seems like an obvious great decision for sports media organizations because it 

would increasing their audience, their ratings, and their revenues.  However, this research 

suggests that many female fans do not consume sports media because it does not appeal to them 

since sports media organizations have not invested the time and resources to ask female fans what 

they want in sports media.  However, I discussed earlier that sports media organizations are not 

explicitly trying to ignore female sports fans.  The sports reporter interviewed expressed that she 

feels it is important to provide sports media and female role models in sports media for young 

females because it is healthy and inspiring for them.  So what is keeping sports media from better 

serving female sports fans?  Below I provide some possible explanations. 

 

1. The meaning of values and mission statements in sports media organizations 
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 At the heart of all sports media institutions is the goal to serve all sports fans.  However, 

some organizations view their mission statements as vision statements, focused on what the 

organization aspires to do, not necessarily what employees are held accountable for doing.  Such 

aspirational statements tell what institutions would like to be doing, but they might not be actually 

living up to their vision yet.  Furthermore, Gitlin (1985) points out that as long as a media 

partially fulfills audience desires, then “executives are half entitled to say that they are ‘giving 

people what they want.’ Another large mass of viewers might have wanted something else, but 

this particular mass is satisfied to want, or at least to tolerate, what they are getting from among 

the possibilities that slipped out of suspension” (p.30).  In other words, to give audiences what 

they want, the media have to get close enough to what people want, but they don’t have to satisfy 

everyone.  According to this explanation, serving all sports fans might be sheerly an 

organizational vision statement. 

 During interviews, when I asked the sports media professionals about their organizations’ 

mission statements, goals, and values, some expressed that it is important to their organizations to 

change to better address a broader, more diverse audience of sports fans.  The vice president of 

team business development explained, 

 
VP TEAM BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT: “…we have a mission statement which is to 

lead, to inspire, and to create change.  I think that says a lot about the organization and 

who we are.  We did some segmentation research and…that’s what we came out with, 

that our fans are bound by the league standing for inspiration and being inspiring in their 

lives, and that is our positioning and our promise. 

 

 Though I did not ask the interview participant how the league she works for provides 

inspiration or creates change, it is possible that if I had asked, she might not have had a clear 

explanation. What do they do to give life to these words through sports media?  The lack of an 

increase in female sports media consumption, despite the institution of Title IX, suggests that 
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whatever sports media is doing to inspire or motivate is not any more appealing to females now 

than it was over thirty-five years ago, and it’s not because females are not interested in sports. 

Those terms may exist to manage tensions.  Sports media organizations want to reach avid fans, 

but they don’t want to exclude others that increase their ratings and revenue.   In their minds, 

“inspiration” helps them to reach fringe fans, but it glosses over the issue of excluding others who 

are interested without really addressing it. 

 Of course, a more cynical and Marxist viewpoint is that sports leagues and sports media 

organizations may simply preach values such as “inspiration,” “motivation,” and “advocating 

change” as a method of commoditizing sports and giving them shared value across diverse social 

contexts.  In this case, they may not really intend to make significant changes to the way sports 

media portrays sports in order to better serve a broader audience including females by instating a 

mission to inspire and to create change. 

 

2. Socio-cultural expectations 

Second, Gitlin (1985) argues that “style becomes ritualized because executives keep it 

that way and at the same time because public expects television to look the way thirty years of 

commercial history have made it.  Television pervades, usurps, lords it over the national cultural 

space.  And therefore, increasingly, the tradition television belongs to is itself” (p.30).  This is 

precisely what the CEO interviewed attempted to explain when she stated that what viewers can 

expect from a sports media organization’s brand is a “chicken and egg” issue.  What she meant 

and what Gitlin refers to is that it is difficult to determine whether the content and style of sports 

media was initially dictated by what sports fans demanded or whether sports media was produced 

in a particular way that sports fans have come to expect and demand. 

Either way, current audiences of sports media now expect sports media to be presented 

using the conventions that have always been used in sports media.  The way sports media has 

come to look and sound have become socio-cultural expectations in the world of sports, and the 
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same look and feel has been reflected onto sports consumer products packaging and into the way 

that many sports fans communicate and interact with each other.  If sports media institutions 

changed the conventions of sports media, not only would they likely lose a large portion of their 

current core audience, but other viewers might wonder whether to consider the new form of 

media presenting sports as “sports media.” 

An analogy is if the Rolling Stones were to make an acoustic album, when the essence of 

the Rolling Stones is their rock and roll image that comes from their electric guitar music.  Very 

likely, even people who like acoustic guitar music would not buy an acoustic Rolling Stones 

album because it wouldn’t really be Rolling Stones music and they wouldn’t know what to make 

of it.  In the same way, any big change to the conventions of sports media might actually 

discourage fringe fans from consuming sports media even if the changes made it more like other 

media they like and consume because it would not be like the sports media that has become 

embedded in the culture of sports. 

 

3. Advertiser expectations 

A third explanation is that investing in a new market is a high risk that many 

organizations do not want to take because they have invested so much in the top six professional 

sports and in establishing an image for those sports that appeals to a consistent, core audience,  

they cannot afford to change the content or feel of their media.  If they did, they would risk losing 

advertiser dollars that support their business.  This was part of the CEO’s explanation for why 

sports media does not cover more women’s sports. 

 
CEO: They are overly invested, overly committed to the top six professional sports, 

including NASCAR, and probably PGA too…and they have made such an investment 

over such a long period of time that there isn’t enough room for an equal investment in 

women’s sports. There isn’t enough air time.   The analogy is asking bankers for the 

insurance salesman; they’re not entrepreneurial.  They’ve [i.e. sports media institutions] 

already got the fixed investment, and they know what the formula is.  To ask them to be 
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entrepreneurial and to remember what it was like when they were starting, to develop a 

following, to get them to try that in women’s sports just doesn’t happen…They’re not 

willing to take the monetary hit that they would have to do in order to switch this whole 

era around. 

 

Because reliable viewers of sports media consumers have been predominantly male, 

advertisers look to sports media as a venue for marketing to males.  A decrease in male 

viewership would cost a network dearly if advertisers felt they could no longer rely on that 

network to capture the attention of the demographic that advertisers most hoped to reach. 

The sports media publicist emphasized that the number of viewers and program ratings is 

everything to sports media executives: “…every network out there, every medium out there is 

looking for eyes, and that’s for advertisers, that’s for ratings, that’s for distribution; that’s for 

everybody.”  Yielding high program ratings is not only important because it encourages 

advertiser ad space buys, but those ad space investments are crucial to sports media institutions to 

cover the cost of rights fees they pay to leagues in order to show sports events.  Without large 

advertiser investments, sports media could not purchase the rights to high-demand sports events, 

and their program ratings would suffer, which would result in devaluation of ad spots in their 

programming.  The CEO explained, 

 
CEO: So, in order to get a return on advertising, they [i.e. sports media networks] have 

got to use every available promotional opportunity to promote that programming to get a 

rating that justifies what they are charging for advertising to pay the exorbitant rights 

fees.  

 

 Males have been a consistent, reliable fan base for sports media for many years, helping 

sports media earn consistently high ratings and large advertiser investments.  Females have not.  

Sports media organizations would have to convince advertisers that market to women to buy ad 

spaces at the same value that those spaces would otherwise be bought by advertisers seeking male 

audiences.  Because female audiences of sports media have never been as large or consistent as 

male audiences, it is unlikely that ad spots would sell at the same value for sports media targeting 

females.  Therefore, sports media networks have little incentive to market to women, and so their 
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efforts to reach women have not shown the investment in resources necessary to figure out how to 

best serve the needs of female sports fans.  What sports media networks may not be considering is 

the future value of an investment in marketing to and addressing women today.  

   

4. Limitations of sports poll research 

  Furthermore, researchers rely primarily on poll data from resources, such as the ESPN 

Sports Poll, which have indicated that during the last fifteen years, female viewership has not 

increased at all; in fact, they have found that the audience for national sports programs has 

become more male.  According to Gitlin’s (1985) observations based on interviews with media 

network executives, executives realize that 

 
“Limits of numbers are clear: They always have to be interpreted, and of course, they 

measure only the past, not the future.  But absent any clear standard of taste or a strong 

sense of traditional form, absent any clear aesthetic or moral values in the mass market or 

in the executive suites, the numbers have the great virtue of being there, looking radiantly 

exact” (Gitlin, 1985, p.54). 

 

 For over a decade, every major sports league and most major sport media networks have 

relied primarily on the Sports Poll to tell them who consumes their media and how much, and it 

accurately does this.  But describing the media consumers whose habits are measured by the poll 

as “avid” and “casual” fans suggests that the poll also measures interest in consuming sports, and 

this study establishes that there are women who are interested in sports, consider themselves 

sports fans, but do not consume sports media, though they likely would if sports media spoke to 

them and fulfilled what they seek in sports.  So the numbers don’t tell the whole story of who 

avid sports fans really are. 

 
 
The Broad Implications of Not Serving Female Sports Fans  
 

McDonald, et al. (2002) write, “...sport pervades our daily lives and is firmly embedded 

in contemporary culture and marketing campaigns.  NIKE’s “Just Do It” theme, star athlete 

celebrity endorsers, college and professional sport advertising, Olympics promotion, and the 

myriad of specialized sport television networks and publications are all examples of highly 
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visible sport marketing efforts” (p.100); and like all other media, the messages and images of 

sports media are inescapable, placed in not only traditional forms of media distribution, but also 

plastered along roadsides, on stadium walls, in store windows, and inside the buildings and 

structures in which we work and play.  Media organizations cannot deny responsibility for the 

images and culture reflected by the media, which affect culture as it plays out in reality.  Because 

sports are so prevalent in the lives of people, especially in American culture, the decisions made, 

and not made, by sports media professionals do have implications in society. 

Participation in the world of sports provides important character-building socialization 

experiences.  The sports reporter and former athlete shared, 

 
SPORTS REPORTER/FORMER ATHLETE: What I love about sports is not necessarily 

the fact that you get to stand on a podium and win gold medals.  I mean, that’s important 

as an athlete, but the greatest thing about sports, which is what I want young girls to 

experience is all the wonderful attributes and characteristics that you learn as a person: 

self esteem, self confidence, strength, self discipline, hard work, how to work with a 

team, how to deal with loss and setback and how to overcome that and grow strong at 

heart.  All those things sports teach you that boys have been learning for years and 

carrying with them into the workplace when they get older, girls are finally 

experiencing.” 

 

 A national study of youth participation in sports by Seefeldt and Ewing (1996) provides support 

for these statements; they write, “Although sports are not viewed as a panacea for society’s ills, 

sports participation that emphasizes skill-building and socially acceptable responses to personal 

relations has proven to be a popular aid in the education of youth” (p.1).  Because sports media 

doesn’t speak to females, it disinterests the vast majority of them, and it denies them the same 

sports socialization that males experience not only through participation in sports, but through a 

plethora of time spent engaging with sports media from a young age.   

Recognizing the structural barriers to female interest in sports media consumption, and 

investing the time and resources into researching and learning how to better address female sports 
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fans will also help address some of the gender inequity issues that still lurk under the surface of 

the equal opportunity policies so carefully construed in the business world.  Sports is the insider 

language of male business culture across all American businesses.  While male colleagues bond 

over the scores and plays of the week’s big games, their female coworkers are left out of the 

conversation, not because their male colleagues intentionally deny them access into their in-

group, but because the media does not address women, and so with the push of a button, or the 

turn of a page, they move on, seeking media that does address them and their needs and 

expectations of media.   

This is a story that pervades people’s lives from elementary school, to college, and in the 

work world.  For years, female youth who tried to permeate through the social walls of the “boys 

club” by playing sports with males during recess or after school suffered through naming calling 

and were pegged as “tom boys.”  While female youth participation in sports is growing, making 

the term “tom boy” become increasingly obscure, many of the questionnaire participants of this 

study expressed that they believe women who consume sports media and talk sports with men do 

it “to impress men,” when in fact, those participants who responded that they do consume a fair 

amount of sports media actually love sports. But there is no sports media that addresses them or 

their needs, and so they settle with what is available and tolerate the crass judgments of others. 

Based on the recent initiatives of an array of sports leagues, there is a very profitable 

female sports fan market.   

 
SPORTS MEDIA PUBLICIST: If you look at what the NFL is doing right now; you see 

all these football 101s for women; you see the NBA doing some things; you see Major 

League Baseball…I mean, last year having a big promotion around breast cancer…  

 

What she implied is that these leagues would not target women if they did not think it would be 

profitable.  Sports leagues and sports media organizations that produce the media representing the 

leagues need to partner to strategically investigate how to better address female sports fans.  
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Though a serious commitment to investing in media and marketing research focused on female 

sports fans may initially have a negative return on investment from advertisers seeking a male 

audience, the future value of such an investment could be colossal.  Furthermore, if sports leagues 

and nonprofit sports organizations value gender equity and want to see more women attending 

games and participating in sports, it makes sense to subsidize media research endeavors to learn 

more about the female sports fan market. 

Additionally, to better address female sports fans, leagues and media organizations have 

to overcome their concern that they might lose their core fans and followers, who are mostly 

male, in the process.  Indeed, it is a challenging issue to work out, but glossing over it with 

niceties like “inspiration” doesn’t make sports media appeal any more to female fans.  The format 

used in sports media, the language, and the images are still rooted in masculinity and designed to 

address males.  Targeting males has proven incredibly profitable for sports media organizations, 

but serving both male and female sports fans has the potential to vastly increase the value of 

sports media. 

Furthermore, increasing the number of women working on sports media created to target 

women may aid the process of understanding what women want and creating media that appeals 

more to females.  According to interview participants, there may not have been many women 

working on developing the media created in the past to serve female fans.  A challenge to this is 

that many women currently working for sports media organizations already have assimilated into 

the world of sports constructed by and within sports media organizations and have internalized 

the goals and ways of sports media production.  As the female sports media professionals 

interviewed in this study demonstrated, they may see how sports media as it is currently presented 

does not speak to women.  Therefore, it is crucial for sports media professionals to hear from 

female Millenial sports fans themselves what they love about sports and wish they could find in 

sports media. 
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Having worked in the world of sports, I realize that producing sports media is a nonstop, 

around-the-clock endeavor and that work happens, and has to happen, at the speed of light.  

Expecting sports media organizations to research with the rigor of academic researchers is a lot to 

ask.  However, sports management and sports media are new and growing fields of study in 

academia.  In the last two years, a multitude of research on sports consumption has been 

completed, and there are many more scholars eager to learn more.  Academia could provide 

robust interview, focus group, and questionnaire data to compliment market research and to 

answer the questions that poll data leaves unanswered. 

The insight and information needed to break down the barriers that discourage female 

sports fans from consuming sports media exists, but pursuing those resources is a choice.  As the 

CEO stated, “If you get a media organization head who absolutely wants to capture that women’s 

sports market…it absolutely can be done.” 
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VIII. Figure Captions 
 
Figure 1. Percentage of participants involved in various forms of participation in the world of 

sports. 

Figure 2. Participant consumption of or participation in various forms of sports media. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Figure 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
KEY 
 
A = I participate in varsity athletics. 
 
B = I participate in club sports. 
 
C = I participate in university intramural sports. 
 
D = I participate in organized sports not affiliate with my university. 
 
E = I was a varsity or club sports participant at my university 
 
F = I participate in health, fitness or wellness challenges (not 
associated with organized sports). 

 
G = I have coached a sports team or athlete. 
 
H = I have interned/worked in a sports media institution. 
 
I = I have been a sports manager. 
 
J = I have been/worked with a trainer for a sports team 
 
K = Other
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IX. Tables 
 
 
TABLE 1 
 
Response Percentages and Numbers of Participant Responses to “I fit into the world of sports,” 
“Do you consider yourself a sports fan?” and “I am an athlete” 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sports Identity Response Valid % Number 
------------------------------------- ------------------------------- --------------------- -------------------- 
I fit into the world of sports.    
 Strongly disagree 8.7 12 
 Disagree 23.9 33 
 Not sure 18.1 25 
 Agree 35.5 49 
 Strongly agree 10.9 15 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Do you consider yourself a 
sports fan?  

   

 No 26.1 36 
 Maybe 13.8 19 
 Yes 54.3 75 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I am an athlete.    
 Strongly disagree 10.1 14 
 Disagree 26.1 36 
 Not sure 10.9 15 
 Agree 29.0 40 
 Strongly agree 19.6 27 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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TABLE 2 
 
Response Percentages for Frequency of Participant Consumption of or Participation in a Variety 
of Forms of Sports Media 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Response Percentages 
 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Forms of Sports Media Never Infrequently Sometimes Frequently Always 
---------------------------- --------------- --------------- ----------------- ----------------- -------------- 
Television sports media 13.5 19.5 33.1 22.6 11.3 
      
Sports magazines 36.8 30.8 20.3   9.0   3.0 
      
Sports blogs 74.4 15.8   6.8   2.3   0.8 
      
Sports chatrooms 82.0 13.5   2.3   1.5   0.8 
      
Sports web sites 46.6 18.0 17.3 15.0   3.0 
      
Newspaper sports 
sections 22.6 19.5 30.1 23.3   4.5 

      
Sports radio shows 53.0 23.5 18.9   2.3   2.3 
      
Sports videogames 53.4 20.3 19.5   4.5   2.3 
      
Fantasy sports 75.9 15.0   7.5   0.8   0.8 
      
Sports podcasts 83.5 12.0   3.0   0.8   0.8 
      
Professional sports 
brackets 64.7 19.5 10.5   3.0   2.3 

      
Sports information 
books 75.8 15.2   5.3   2.3   1.5 

      
Books about 
professional/celebrity 
athletes 

62.4 21.1 12.8   2.3   1.5 

      
Movies with 
sports/athlete storylines 18.2 22.0 39.4 15.2   5.3 

      
Other 70.0   7.50 17.5    5.0   0.0 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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TABLE 3 
 

Pearson Correlations Between the Three Sports Identities (p-value) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Fit into the world of 
sports Sports fan Athlete 

 ---------------------------- ----------------------------- ----------------------------- 
Fit into the world of 
sports __ .393** .572** 

    
Sports fan .393** __ .314** 

    

Athlete .572** .314** __ 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* p < .05 
** p < .01 
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TABLE 4 

 
Pearson’s Correlations Between Forms of Sports Involvement and the Sports Fan Identities (p-value) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Forms of Sports Involvement 
Fit into the 

world of 
sports 

Sports fan Athlete 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ 
I participate in varsity athletics. .366** .165 .422** 
    
I participate in club sports. .175* .096 .216* 
    
I participate in university intramural sports. .288** .232** .206* 
    
I participate in organized sports not affiliated with my 
university. .042 .180* .292** 

    
I was a varsity or club sport participant at my 
university. .212 .180* .217* 

    
I participate in health, fitness, or wellness challenges 
(not associated with organized sports). .082 .078 .022 

    
I have coached a sports team or athlete. .342** .218* .377** 
    
I have interned or worked in a sports or sports media 
institution. .215* .160 .100 

    
I have been a sports manager. -.062 .022 -.020 
    
I have been/worked with a trainer for a sports team. .197* .219* .364** 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* p < .05 
** p < .01 
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TABLE 5 
 
Pearson’s Correlations Among Sports Gender Constructs & Sports Fan Identity (p-value) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Sports Gender Constructs Fit into the 
world of sports 

Sports 
fan Athlete 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------ -------------- 
Playing sports is mostly for males. -.185* -.177* -.248** 
    
Consuming sports media is mostly for males. -.134 -.140 -.070 
    
The world of sports is meant to be a primarily male 
domain. -.155 -.080 -.152 

    
Sports are masculine. -.189* -.154 -.241** 
    
Female athletes are respected by the public. .101 -.004 .203* 
    
Female athletes are respected by the media. -.029 -.064 .043 
    
Female athletes are respected as much as male 
athletes by the public. -.013 -.175* -.009 

    
Female athletes are respected as much as male 
athletes by the media. -.047 -.009 -.045 

    
Male sports casters are generally better at presenting 
sports news than female sportscasters. .034 -.013 .009 

    
Female sports casters are equally good as male sports 
casters at presenting sports news. .021 .077 .068 

    
Women who play sports are masculine. -.153 -.255** -.165 
    
Women who play sports are attractive. .105 .192* .097 
    
Women who play sports are sexualized by public 
viewers. .188 .132 .168 

    
Women who play sports are sexualized by the media. .098 .066 .163 
    
The majority of the females I know consume sports 
media. .395** .250** .274** 

    
Women who play sports tend to be homosexual. -.107 -.057 -.086 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* p < .05 
** p < .01 
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TABLE 6 
 

Pearson Correlations Between Different Forms of Sports Media Consumed by Participants and Sports  
Identities (p-value) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Forms of Sports Media Sports Identities 
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 Fit into the world of 
sports Sports Fan Athlete 

 ------------------------- --------------------- ------------------ 
Television .409** .587** .267** 
    
Magazines .492** .452** .303** 
    
Blogs .277** .314** .244** 
    
Chat rooms .182* .287** .196* 
    
Web sites .464** .550** .301** 
    
Newspaper columns .427** .562** .368** 
    
Radio shows .297** .352** .298** 
    
Podcasts .193* .242** .204* 
    
Books about professional celebrity athletes .309** .319** .315** 
    
Books with sports/athlete storylines .299** .278** .317** 
    
Sports information books .259** .283** .269** 
    
Movies about professional celebrity athletes .299** .357** .250** 
    
Movies with sports/athlete storylines .318** .335** .267** 
    
Professional sports brackets .314** .355** .206* 
    
Videogames .152 .164 .089 
    
Fantasy .206* .280** .145 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* p < .05 
** p < .01 
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TABLE 7 
 

Pearson Correlations Between Different Forms of Health, Fitness and Wellness Media Consumed by 
Participants and Sports Identities (p-value) 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Forms of Health, Fitness and Wellness Media Health, Fitness & Wellness Media 
------------------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 Fit into the world 
of sports Sports Fan Athlete 

 ------------------------- ---------------------- ------------------ 
Television .191* .268** .248** 
    
Magazines .187* .155 .228** 
    
Blogs -.079 .155 .228** 
    
Chat rooms .073 .257** .063 
    
Web sites .090 .272** .116 
    
Newspaper columns .108 .303** .194* 
    
Radio shows .169 .227** .284** 
    
Podcasts .068 .175* .086 
    
Books .146 .318** .166 
    
Movies .159 .282** .231** 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* p < .05 
** p < .01 
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TABLE 8 
 

Pearson Correlations Between Sports Media Venues and the Perception of Being Targeted by 
Sports Media Based on Sports identity (p-value) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Perception of Being Targeted by Sports 
Media Based on Sports Identity 

 ------------------------------------------------------------- 

Sports Media Venues 
Fit into the 

world of 
sports 

Sports fan Athlete 

---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ 
Sports on national news TV networks (e.g. Fox 
Sports, NBC Sports, CBS Sports) .330* .310** .210* 

    
National sports news network (e.g. ESPN) .258** .333** .084 
    
HD sports TV channels (e.g. World Sport, Rush 
HD) .235** .200* .167 

    
Foreign sports news websites (e.g. BBC Sport, 
The Sports Network [TSN]) .090 .186* .054 

    
College sports TV channels (e.g. CSTV, Big Ten 
Network, ESPNU) .193* .202* .079 

    
Extreme sports TV (e.g. Extreme Sports 
Channel, Xtreme Sport Television, Surf TV) .173* .161 .050 

    
Sports TV channels focused on a single sport 
(e.g. NFL Network, The Golf Channel, The 
Tennis Channel) 

.291** .170 .130 

    
Regional sports TV networks (e.g. Empire 
Sports Network, NESN) .227** .116 .056 

    
Sports magazines (e.g. ESPN The Magazine, 
Sports Illustrated, Sporting News Magazine) .218* .239** .122 

    
Sports news websites (e.g. Yahoo! Sports, 
ESPN.com, USAToday.com) .190* .275** .034 

    
Sports blogs (e.g. Deadspin, SportsFilter) .193* .227** .116 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* p < .05 
** p < .01 
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TABLE 9 
 
Pearson Correlations Between the Advertising in Sports Media and the Perception of Being 
Targeted by the Advertising Placed in Each Sports Media Venue, Based on Sports identity (p-
value) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Perception of Being Targeted by Advertising 
in Sports Media Based on Sports Identity 

 ------------------------------------------------------------ 
Different Sports Venues in Which Advertising is 
Placed 

Fit into the 
world of sports Sports fan Athlete 

----------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------- ------------------ -------------- 
Sports on national news TV networks (e.g. Fox 
Sports, NBC Sports, CBS Sports) .222* .218* .185* 

    
National sports news network (e.g. ESPN) .160 .135 .090 
    
HD sports TV channels (e.g. World Sport, Rush 
HD) .215* .157 .239** 

    
Foreign sports news websites (e.g. BBC Sport, 
The Sports Network [TSN]) .058 .117 .134 

    
College sports TV channels (e.g. CSTV, Big Ten 
Network, ESPNU) .194* .180* .124 

    
Extreme sports TV (e.g. Extreme Sports 
Channel, Xtreme Sport Television, Surf TV) .195* .180* .135 

    
Sports TV channels focused on a single sport 
(e.g. NFL Network, The Golf Channel, The 
Tennis Channel) 

.136 .086 .060 

    
Regional sports TV networks (e.g. Empire Sports 
Network, NESN) .099 .075 .141 

    
Sports magazines (e.g. ESPN The Magazine, 
Sports Illustrated, Sporting News Magazine) .140 .070 .106 

    
Sports news websites (e.g. Yahoo! Sports, 
ESPN.com, USAToday.com) .182* .145 .087 

    
Sports blogs (e.g. Deadspin, SportsFilter) .106 .172* .139 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
* p < .05 
** p < .01 
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X. Appendix I: Interview Questions 
 
What is your organization’s definition of a sports fan? 

• Do any of the following qualify as athletes?  Why or why not? 
o Varsity athletes  
o College club sports athletes 
o College intramural sports athletes 
o Individuals who participate in any unaffiliated organized sports 
o Past varsity athletes 

 
What behaviors does an individual have to perform in order to qualify as a sports 
fan? 

• Attends college sports competitions 
• Attends professional sports competitions 
• Attends extreme sports competitions 
• Attends sports competitions that are not college, professional, or extreme 

sports competitions 
• Talks about sports with friends and/or family 
• Tracks sports statistics 
• Follows the lives of athletes through the media 
• Consumes health, fitness, or wellness media 
• What types of sports media do sports fans consume?  
• Do sports fans act in particular ways before, during, or after consuming sports 

media? 
• What motivates sports fans to consume sports media? 

 
Describe your organization’s target audience and why the organization targets 
that audience. 

• What information led you to this choice of target audience? 
 
Tell me about the organizational culture within which you work(ed)? 

• Norms (especially gender norms) 
• Values 
• Women in the workforce 
• Nature of women’s jobs and responsibilities 
• Female executives? 

 
What is your organization’s brand promise, or is equivalent to a brand promise 
about what readers/consumers/followers can expect from your organization or 
your brand? 
 
 
What are the formal mission and goals of your organization? 

• Why were these particular goals chosen? 
• Explain the development or components of the mission statement. 

 
Do you believe a profitable market for sports media that appeals to female sports 
fans exists? 

• Why or why not? 
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• In your mind, are this market’s preferences different from those of the 
male market of sports fans?  Why? 

 
Tell me about past attempts and business initiatives in sports media to appeal to 
women. 

• LifeTime 
• WNBA 
• ESPN Original Entertainment (EOE) 
• Oxygen 

 
How has target market research been conducted? 

• Populations studied 
• Regions 
• Was sports fan pre-defined or self-defined? 
• Who was allowed to participate? 
• What sorts of analyses?  (Quantitative or qualitative and specifically what 

procedure?) 
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XI. Appendix II: Questionnaire 
 

SPORTS MEDIA CONSUMPTION & SPORTS CULTURE 
QUESTIONNAIRE (hard copy version) 

 
Sports Media Questionnaire Instructions & Link 
 
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRE MESSAGE BELOW BEFORE BEGINNING  
THE QUESTIONNAIRE. THANK YOU! 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study of female sports media consumption 
and sports culture.  A student researcher from the Cornell University Department of 
Communication is conducting this research for honors research credit. 
 
The results of this study may help sports media companies better understand the factors 
within their businesses related to the lack of increase in female sports media 
consumption and how to improve female sports media consumption.  
 
Please respond to each part of the questionnaire as honestly and accurately as possible 
by checking the most appropriate answer, or by responding in your own words to the 
open-ended questions.  The questionnaire should take approximately 35-45 minutes to 
answer. 
 
Your participation is completely voluntary, and your responses will never be linked to 
your name.  If you agree to participate, please copy and paste the link below into your 
web browser and complete the survey. 
 
SURVEY LINK: 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=X27oQNehys_2bL1aT2wDt5Sg_3d_3d 
***Students receiving extra credit for participation in this study 
      MUST COMPLETE THE SURVEY BY _______________ 
      in order to receive credit for your participation.  

 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding your rights as a subject in this study, 
you may contact the University Committee on Human Subjects (UCHS) at 607-255-
5138, or access their website at 
http://www.osp.cornell.edu/Compliance/UCHS/homepageUCHS.htm. 
 
 

Contacts and Questions 
The researcher conducting this study is:  
Erika Nolting, 119 College Avenue, Ithaca, NY 14850  
Department of Communication, Kennedy Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 14853 
Phone: 860-940-8412; Email: eln7@cornell.edu 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=X27oQNehys_2bL1aT2wDt5Sg_3d_3d
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I. DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
1. The name of the university I attend is  

 
 
2. I attend my university 
□ Full-time 
□ Part-time 
 
3. I am ________ years old. 

 
 
4. I participated in organized sports between the ages of (Please check all that 
apply.) 
□ 3-6 
□ 7-10 
□ 11-14 
□ 15-18 
□ 19-22 
□ 23 or older 
 
5. I spent most of my life before college in the following region(s) (If you lived for 
three or more years in more than one region, check all regions where you lived for 
three or more years). 
□ New England (ME, NH, VT, CT, MA, RI) 
□ Middle Atlantic/Middle East (NJ, NY, PA) 
□ Midwest - East North Central (IL, IN, MI, OH, WI) 
□ Midwest - West North Central (IA, KS, MN, MO, NE, ND, SD) 
□ South Atlantic (DE, FL, GE, MD, NC, SC, VA, WV) 
□ East South Central (AL, KY, MS, TN) 
□ West South Central (AR, LA, OK, TX) 
□ Mountain West (AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, NM, UT, WY) 
□ Pacific West (AK, CA, HI, OR, WA) 
□ I am an international student. 
 
6. Please check all that currently apply to you. 
□ I participate in varsity athletics. 
□ I participate in club sports. 
□ I participate in university intramural sports. 
□ I participate in organized sports not affiliated with my university. 
□ I was a varsity or club sports participant at my university. 
□ I participate in health, fitness, or wellness challenges (not associated with organized 
sports). 
 
7. Please check all that apply to you.  
□ I have coached a sports team or athlete. 
□ I have interned/worked in a sports or sports media institution. 
□ I have been a sports manager. 
□ I have been/worked with a trainer for a sports team. 
□ I am a sports writer or work in my university’s sports information office. 
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Please explain any other capacity not described above in which you have interacted with 

athletes, sports, or sports media.  
 
 

* * * * * 
 

II. Sports Media Content 
 
1. For each of the following, please indicate whether you agree or disagree with 
the following statement: 
 
The content of these sports media venues is targeted at me. 

  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
Sports on national news TV 
networks (e.g. FOX Sports, NBC 
Sports, CBS Sports) 

     

National sports news network 
(e.g. ESPN)      

HD sports TV channels (e.g. 
World Sport, Rush HD)      

Foreign sports news websites 
(e.g. BBC Sport, The Sports 
Network [TSN]) 

     

College sports TV channels (e.g. 
CSTV, Big Ten Network, ESPNU)      

Extreme sports TV (e.g. Extreme 
Sports Channel, Xtreme Sport 
Television, Surf TV) 

     

Sports TV channels focused on a 
single sport (e.g. NFL Network, 
The Golf Channel, The Tennis 
Channel) 

     

Regional sports TV networks 
(e.g. Empire Sports Network, 
NESN) 

     

Sports magazines (e.g. ESPN The 
Magazine, Sports Illustrated, 
Sporting News Magazine) 

     

Sports news websites (e.g. 
Yahoo! Sports, ESPN.com, 
USAToday.com) 

     

Sports blogs (e.g. Deadspin, 
SportsFilter)      
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2. For each of the following, please indicate whether you agree or disagree with 
the following statement: 
 
The advertisements shown through these sports media venues are targeted at me. 

  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Unsure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
Sports on national news TV 
networks (e.g. FOX Sports, NBC 
Sports, CBS Sports) 

     

National sports news network 
(e.g. ESPN)      

HD sports TV channels (e.g. 
World Sport, Rush HD)      

Foreign sports news websites 
(e.g. BBC Sport, The Sports 
Network [TSN]) 

     

College sports TV channels (e.g. 
CSTV, Big Ten Network, ESPNU)      

Extreme sports TV (e.g. Extreme 
Sports Channel, Xtreme Sport 
Television, Surf TV) 

     

Sports TV channels focused on a 
single sport (e.g. NFL Network, 
The Golf Channel, The Tennis 
Channel) 

     

Regional sports TV networks 
(e.g. Empire Sports Network, 
NESN) 

     

Sports magazines (e.g. ESPN The 
Magazine, Sports Illustrated, 
Sporting News Magazine) 

     

Sports news websites (e.g. 
Yahoo! Sports, ESPN.com, 
USAToday.com) 

     

Sports blogs (e.g. Deadspin, 
SportsFilter)      
 
 

* * * * * 
III. Sports Culture 
 
1. Traditional American sports culture equally includes… 

  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
Football      
Basketball      
Baseball      
Softball      
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  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
Ice Hockey      
Golf      
Tennis      
Swimming      
Soccer      
Lacrosse      
Wrestling      
Boxing      
Field Hockey      
Volleyball      
Track & Field      
Gymnastics      
Figure Skating      
Skiing      
Extreme Sports      
Triathlons      
Biathlons      
Marathons      
Bicycle Racing      
Race Car Driving      
Please indicate the extreme sport(s) to which you 

referred.  
 
 
2. Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
 
I fit into the world of sports. 

□ Strongly Disagree  

□ Disagree  

□ Not Sure  

□ Agree 

□ Strongly Agree 
 
Please explain your 

response.
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3. Please check the response that best states your opinion for each of the 
following statements below. 

  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
The world of sports is 
meant to be a primarily 
male domain 

     

Male sportscasters are 
generally better at 
presenting sports news 
than female 
sportscasters. 

     

Female sportscasters are 
equally good as male 
sportscasters at 
presenting sports news. 

     

Sports are masculine.      
Sports media reflects 
traditional sports culture.      

Sports media does not 
reflect sports that are not 
a part of traditional sports 
culture. 

     

I (would) prefer to 
consume sports media 
about sports that are not 
a part of traditional sports 
culture. 

     

Sports media contains 
the type of sports 
information and 
knowledge that I am 
interested in knowing 
about. 

     

 
 

* * * * * 
 
 

IV. Sports Fans 
 
1. Do you consider yourself a sports fan; why or why not? 
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2. Please indicate whether you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
 
I am an athlete. 
□ Strongly Disagree 
□ Disagree 
□ Not Sure 
□ Agree 
□ Strongly Agree 
 
Please explain why you do or do not consider yourself to be an 

athlete.  
 
 
3. Please check the response that best states your opinion for each of the 
following statements below. 

  Never Infrequently Sometimes Frequently Always 
I attend college sports 
competitions.      

I attend professional 
sports competitions.      

I attend extreme sports 
competitions.      

I attend sports 
competitions that are 
not college, 
professional, or 
extreme sports 
competitions. 

     

I talk about sports with 
my friends and/or 
family. 

     

I track sports statistics.      
Through media, I follow 
the lives of athletes.      
 
 
4. I consume or participate in the following sports media. 

  Never Infrequently Sometimes Frequently Always 
Television sports media      
Sports magazines      
Sports blogs      
Sports chatrooms      
Sports web sites      
Newspaper sports 
sections      

Sports radio shows      
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  Never Infrequently Sometimes Frequently Always 
Sports videogames      
Fantasy sports      
Sports podcasts      
Professional sports 
brackets      

Sports information 
books      

Books about 
professional/celebrity 
athletes 

     

Books with 
sports/athlete 
storylines 

     

Movies about 
professional/celebrity 
athletes 

     

Movies with 
sports/athlete 
storylines 

     

Other      
If you responded to "Other," please indicate what other sports 

media.  
 
 
5. I consume or participate in the following health, fitness, or wellness media. 

  Never Infrequently Sometimes Frequently Always 
Television health, 
fitness, or wellness 
media 

     

Magazines      
Blogs      
Chatrooms      
Web sites      
Newspaper columns      
Radio shows      
Podcasts      
Books      
Movies      
Other      
If you responded to "Other," please indicate what other health, fitness, or wellness 

media.  
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6. If you consume health, fitness, or wellness media, please record the names of 
the media you consume most frequently or enjoy the most. 

 
 
 
7. I consume media about… 

  Never Infrequently Sometimes Frequently Always 
Football      
Basketball      
Baseball      
Softball      
Ice Hockey      
Golf      
Tennis      
Swimming      
Soccer      
Lacrosse      
Wrestling      
Boxing      
Field Hockey      
Volleyball      
Track & Field      
Gymnastics      
Figure Skating      
Skiing      
Extreme Sports      
Triathlons      
Biathlons      
Marathons      
Bicycle Racing      
Race Car Driving      
Please indicate the extreme sport(s) to which you 

referred.  
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8. I attend (as a spectator) competitions for this sport… 
  Never Infrequently Sometimes Frequently Always 

Football      
Basketball      
Baseball      
Softball      
Ice Hockey      
Golf      
Tennis      
Swimming      
Soccer      
Lacrosse      
Wrestling      
Boxing      
Field Hockey      
Volleyball      
Track & Field      
Gymnastics      
Figure Skating      
Skiing      
Extreme Sports      
Triathlons      
Biathlons      
Marathons      
Bicycle Racing      
Race Car Driving      
Please indicate the extreme sport(s) to which you 

referred.  
 
 

* * * * * 
 
V. Consumption Motivation 
 
1. Explain what motivates you (or causes you not to) to consume sports media. 
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2. Explain what you think motivates most women to consume sports media. 

 
 
 
3. Explain what motivates you (or causes you not to) to consume health, fitness, 
or wellness media. 

 
 
 
 
4. If you currently consume sports media… 
When do you consume it? 

Where do you consume it? 

Do certain media that you like to consume 
(e.g. TV shows, radio shows, webcasts, etc.) 
conflict with the time that you would like to use 
to consume sports media? 
 
 
5. If you currently consume health, fitness, or wellness media… 

When do you consume it?  

Where do you consume it?  
Do certain media that you like to 
consume (e.g. TV shows, radio shows, 
webcasts, etc.) take up time that you 
would like to use consuming health, 
fitness, or wellness media? 

 

What media unrelated to sports do you 
consume? Please list.  

 
 
 
6. Please check the response that best states your opinion for each of the 
following statements below. 

  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
I feel connected to a particular 
sports media network.      
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  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
I feel connected to a particular 
sports league.      

I feel connected to a particular 
sports team.      

I feel connected to a particular 
athlete.      

 
 
 
7. Please check the response that best states your opinion for each of the 
following statements below. 

  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
The physical attractiveness of an 
athlete/athletes motivates me to 
consume sports media. 

     

My admiration of the physical 
skill of athletes motivates me to 
consume sports media. 

     

There is a certain natural beauty 
inherent in sport that motivates 
me to consume sports media. 

     

I feel like I have won when the 
team/athlete I am cheering for 
wins. 

     

I feel a personal sense of 
achievement when the 
team/athlete I am cheering for 
does well. 

     

I feel proud when the 
team/athlete I am cheering for 
plays well. 

     

Sports media provides an escape 
for me from my day-to-day 
activities. 

     

Consuming sports media 
provides a change of pace from 
what I regularly do. 

     

Consuming sports media gives 
me a break from my normal 
routine. 

     

The continuous action in sports 
is what I enjoy most about 
consuming sports media. 

     

The fast-paced natured of sports 
competition is what I enjoy most 
about consuming sports media. 

     

I enjoy seeing a fast-paced game.      
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  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
I like to know the technical 
aspects of sports so I can 
appreciate the 
games/competitions. 

     

I like to know the rules of sports 
so I can enjoy consuming sports 
media covering/about them. 

     

I enjoy consuming sports media 
covering/about a sport because I 
understand the strategy involved 
in the sport. 

     

To me, interacting with other fans 
is an important part of 
consuming sports media. 

     

Watching sports media (e.g. 
television, webcast with visual, 
movie, online video clip, etc.) is a 
great opportunity to socialize 
with other people. 

     

Listening to sports media (e.g. 
radio broadcast, webcast w/out 
visual, etc.) is a great opportunity 
to socialize with other people. 

     

Attending sports events is a 
great opportunity to socialize 
with other people. 

     

I like to talk with other people 
consuming sports media with 
me. 

     

I like to talk with other people at a 
sports event with me.      

Consuming sports media 
provides an opportunity for me to 
spend time with my friends. 

     

Consuming sports media 
provides an opportunity for me to
spend time with my family. 

     

Attending sports events provides 
an opportunity for me to spend 
time with my friends. 

     

Attending sports events provides 
an opportunity for me to spend 
time with my family. 

     

 
 

* * * * * 
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VI. Gender, Sports & Society 
 
1. I grew up watching sports with my… 

  Never Infrequently Sometimes Frequently Always 
Brothers(s)      
Sister(s)      
Mother      
Father      
Relatives      
Friends      
 
 
2. Please check the response that best states your opinion for each of the 
following statements below. 

  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
Playing sports is mostly for 
males.      

Consuming sports media is 
mostly for males.      

My family encourages me to 
participate in sports.      

My parents and/or siblings 
participate in organized or 
unorganized sports. 

     

My friends encourage me to 
participate in sports.      

My friends participate in 
organized or unorganized 
sports. 

     

I grew up in a region where 
college sports were popular.      

Female athletes are 
respected by the public.      

Female athletes are 
respected by the media.      

Female athletes are 
respected as much as male 
athletes by the public. 

     

Female athletes are 
respected as much as male 
athletes by the media. 

     

Women who play sports are 
masculine.      

Women who play sports are 
attractive.      
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  Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Not Sure Agree Strongly 

Agree 
Women who play sports are 
sexualized by public viewers.      

Women who play sports are 
sexualized by the media.      

The majority of the females I 
know consume sports media.      

Women who play sports tend 
to be homosexual.      
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